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ABSTRACT

Vincent J. Coates begins the interview with a description of his childhood in
Bridgeport, Connecticut. Having been too young to join the military at the start of World
War II, Coates got a job filing machine parts and began attending the Bridgeport
Engineering Institute. He later applied the knowledge he had gained at the Institute on
the Navy’s Officer Candidate School exam, earning him the highest score in Connecticut.
At the behest of his mother, Coates attended Yale University, majoring in mechanical
engineering. After a short tour in the Navy, Coates took a job at Chance-Vought Aircraft.
He worked there for two years, but when he learned that the company planned to move to
Texas, he decided to seek employment elsewhere. In 1948, he was hired at Perkin-Elmer
Corporation; a job that was to have a great impact on his life. He began as a project
engineer, but when John U. White left suddenly in 1949, the responsibility for their
project, the Model 21, fell completely on Coates’s shoulders. He was undaunted,
however, and after extensive research of infrared spectroscopy, Coates, with the help of
John Atwood, finished the instrument. After the original Model 21 became a proven
success, Coates began developing accessories for the instrument, such as the Prism
Interchange Unit, to expand its potential market. Eventually, he was moved to California
to head their Ultech Company subsidiary. Coates decided to leave Perkin-Elmer after the
president decided to shut down Coates’s field-emission scanning electron microscopes
[FESEM] project at the request of Hitachi. Having realized the potential of FESEMs,
Coates and Len Welter started the Coates & Welter Instrument Company to produce the
world’s first commercial FESEMs. Though they had a good business, they soon ran out
of money and were acquired by the American Optical Corporation [AO]. Coates worked
for AO briefly, and then he stared his own business, Nanometrics Incorporated, in 1975.
At first, Coates attempted to build and sell a Raman spectrophotometer system, but the
instruments resolution proved inadequate for measuring Raman lines. He then adapted
his instrument for measuring fluorescent-tagged samples. He had assumed the instrument
would be useful for biological research, but nobody was interested initially. He finally,
and unexpectedly, found a niche for the instrument in the measurement of integrated
circuits. His Microspot Film-Thickness-Measurement Systems became essential for the
manufacture of advanced microchips, and his company became extremely successful as a
result. Currently, Coates shares his successes with the scientific community through the
philanthropy of the Vincent J. Coates Foundation.
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INTERVIEWEE: Vincent J. Coates

INTERVIEWER: David C. Brock

LOCATION: Milpitas, California

DATE: 5 May 2003

BROCK: Please discuss your childhood.

COATES: I was born in Bridgeport, Connecticut, in January of 1925. I went to grammar
school and high school in Bridgeport, graduating in 1941. I was only 16 years old then, and
World War II had just begun. Since I was too young to be drafted, I got a job. The only job that
I could get at that time was at Moore Special Tool Company near my home. I worked on the
bench filing the burrs off of machined parts. I would spend an entire day filing one box of parts,
only to come in the next day to file another large box of parts. There were a lot of Defense
contracts issued at the beginning of the War; one of which they received. We all worked twelve
hours a day, seven days a week. I was paid 25 cents per hour. It didn’t allow me much time for
a social life, but that was my life when I was 16 years old.

One day, while at work, the guy next to me struck up a conversation. He said, “I just
signed up with Bridgeport Engineering Institute in downtown Bridgeport. I don’t see myself
doing this job the rest of my life!” I said, “For God’s sake, that’s right. I don’t see it either.
How did you sign up? I think I’ll do it too.” So he and I, despite our long schedules, would
leave work at seven o’clock and take the bus downtown for classes from eight to ten. We did
that for about a year-and-a-half. I studied math, physics, chemistry, metallurgy, and so forth.
After about a year of taking courses at the Bridgeport Engineering Institute, I was qualified for a
much better job. I left my job of filing parts and took a position in the microscope laboratory at
the Bridgeport Brass Company. The laboratory tested the brass parts that were made at the
factory. We tested many of the brass’s properties, including its hardness and the general quality
of its grain structures under the microscope.

While I was working at the Brass Company, the military was constantly drafting my
bosses and fellow employees. At seventeen years old, I ended up running the lab during the
night shift from 11:00 pm until 7:00 am. There were three or four other people working with
me at night because the lab was a twenty-four-hour-a-day operation. I learned a lot about how
microscopes worked during that time period. Eventually, I became the supervisor.

I learned about the Navy’s plan for a new officer training school while I was working at
the Bridgeport Brass Company. One of the metallurgists who worked during the day would
leave me samples that he wanted me to prepare for his projects. One day, he read an article in
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the newspaper about a competitive test being conducted at the local high school. He told me
about the test, and said that those who passed it could enter the Navy’s Officer Candidate
School [OCS], or the V-12 Program. So I went to the local high school to take the test. I was
the same age as the other guys taking the test, but by that time I had a few more years of
experience and education than they did. I took the test and received the highest score in
Connecticut.

My mother was overjoyed to hear that I had passed and been invited into the program.
We were given a list of universities to select from; though I was considering a university in
Maryland, my mother told me, in no uncertain terms, “You’re going to Yale [University]!”
[laughter] Yet another good decision made by my mother. I was scheduled to go to Yale on
July 1, 1943, and was drafted just beforehand. I had just turned eighteen, but I had got into Yale
in the knick of time; otherwise, I might have had to go overseas in the Army.

I started in the Navy V-12 Program at Yale University on July 1, 1943. There, I studied
mechanical engineering in an accelerated program for 28 months. Our studies went unimpeded;
there were few holidays, vacations, and so forth. I was awarded my mechanical engineering
degree in February of 1946; by then, the War was over. I received my officer designation as
Ensign in the U.S. Navy, and spent the next five or six months in shipboard training.

First, I was sent to Newport, Rhode Island, for some very intense training. Then, I was
assigned to the U.S.S. Cleveland; a light cruiser that had seen some serious combat in the Pacific
[Ocean] during the War. The two to three month trip was very boring. The only bit of
excitement was a hurricane that we encountered in the Atlantic Ocean. I remember the waves
breaking right over the bridge of the ship; it was incredible. Ninety percent of the people aboard
became seasick. I didn’t get seasick, fortunately; though, I don’t know why. Eventually, we
ended up in beautiful Bermuda. The Bermuda Officers’ Club was selling bottles of French
champagne for a dollar; it was all very nice. So I didn’t have a very tough time following
World War II.

My Navy tour also took me north to Canada, down the St. Lawrence River to Montreal,
and then back down to New York City, where I got off in July 1946. I was assigned to the U.S.
Navy Reserve with the knowledge that I could be called back at any time. In August of 1946, I
took a job at the Chance-Vought Aircraft Company in Stratford, Connecticut. I was honorably
discharged from the Navy Reserve several years later.

BROCK: Would you please talk more about your family?

COATES: Yes. My father, Joseph Coates, was born in Bridgeport, Connecticut. He was a
machinist who did a lot of precision work. He always told me about his job when I was young.
He was very proud of me and my acceptance to Yale; he called me “pal.” My mother came
from England with her family in 1912. She never attended high school, but she was very bright,
and she always knew what was best for her kids. She was always very optimistic about my
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career and personal affairs. I had a great family. My father died from Parkinson’s disease in
1960. My mother passed away in 1981.

My dad made this model submarine for me in the 1930s. [displaying] It’s a brass
submarine that he machined in good detail. It’s kind of neat. He was very clever and handy.

I have two brothers and a younger sister. My older brother is named Bill and my
younger brother is named Joe. They currently live in Connecticut. My younger sister is named
Ethel; she lives in Florida. My son, Norman, is a productive farmer and winemaker in Northern
California. He has two children, Melonie and Carl. Melonie graduated from UC [University of
California at] Berkeley last year. My daughter, Darryl, married Gerry Manning and now lives
in Connecticut with my two other grandchildren, Lauren [who is a senior at Yale] and Tommy,
in high school. My youngest son is named John, but he likes to call himself Trevor. He has a
PhD in German Literature from the University of [California at] Santa Cruz. His wife, Sarah, is
also an expert in German language and culture. They both teach at Western Massachusetts
College. Of all my children and grandchildren, there is not a single scientist or engineer among
them; isn’t that unusual?

My spouse, Stella, is my second wife. We have been married for 24 years as of June,
2003; but we’ve had no children together. Both of us participate in the Vincent J. Coates
Foundation, which was established to fund active research in the chemistry of the brain,
especially brain diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease, and Parkinson’s disease.

BROCK: Why did you graduate high school so young?

COATES: My mother enrolled me in our local Catholic elementary school when I was four
years old. There was no kindergarten. In those days, I guess they accepted very young children.
I went through the school system and graduated at 16. It took the normal twelve years.
Occasionally, the Catholic school accepted young children who wouldn’t pass their first year.
Instead of being able to move on, they were forced to repeat the grade. Fortunately, I was able
to make it through.

BROCK: So you were in a Catholic school system, and then you went into the public school
system?

COATES: Yes. I went to Warren Harding High School in Bridgeport. The transition was all
right. I was never motivated in high school, but I guess I got through and graduated with B’s
and C’s.
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BROCK: Did you have an interest in technology or science while you were in grade school or
high school?

COATES: Not that I remember. I was more interested in the English language, writing, and so
forth. When I got out of high school, the only job I could get was in a machine shop. I attended
the Bridgeport Engineering Institute at night because the guy working with me had decided to
enroll. The Institute was where I learned about science and engineering. It was a great
institution, and I was lucky to enroll. The knowledge of mathematics, chemistry, and physics
that I’d gained at Bridgeport allowed me to keep pace with the courses at Yale.

BROCK: Describe the Navy’s V-12 Program.

COATES: It was a rigid program. The Navy wanted guys to study engineering, so I was told I
was going to become a mechanical engineer! [laughter] It was a compressed version of Yale’s
program, with lots of math, chemistry, and physics. Yale was a wonderful place because I
couldn’t avoid becoming educated. I was able to take lots of other courses, like English
literature and language courses. Further, when I had bull sessions with the other guys, they
were always about sophisticated topics, like poetry, classical music, and so forth. For instance,
after reading T. S. Elliot we had bull sessions about him. Yale was a wonderful place to go to
school, and I ended up with a complete education, from one end to the other.

I became very interested in mechanical design while I was at Yale. Mechanical
engineering consists of things like thermodynamics, which one might use, and it also includes
internal combustion engines. [laughter] For me, the most attractive aspect of mechanical
engineering was the prospect of designing products. I spent a lot of time studying and working
on mechanical design. After being discharged from the Navy, I wanted to get involved in
design. That is why I took the job at Chance-Vought Aircraft in Stratford, Connecticut.

I worked there from August of 1946, until November of 1948. Chance-Vought had a
full program with lots of overtime. At first, I worked on the design-drafting board making
blueprints, drawings, and learning the proper drafting techniques. I also observed the
organization in the design and drafting room. Then, I was assigned to the “mold loft,” where I
had to make parts that fitted the aeronautically-tested shapes of airplane wings. Next, I was
assigned to the hydraulics laboratory. My job was to test a new generation of hydraulic parts
that were to be used in the F7U carrier-based jet. I designed portions of the F7U’s arresting
hook. I worked on the actual parts, like the motors, jacks, and valves used in the hydraulic
system. The United States Navy ordered a changeover from a 1,500 psi [pounds per square
inch] hydraulic system to a 3,000 psi system, allowing the landing gear, bomb doors, and so
forth, to work more rapidly. A problem with the airplane’s hydraulic systems was that all the
hydraulic fluid was pumped-out if the systems were busted during combat, causing the pilot to
lose control and crash. My job in the hydraulic lab was to help solve that problem. I invented a
hydraulic-valve fuse that automatically closed down the hydraulic line whenever the pressure
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dropped on the other side of the fuse. It was the first actual invention that I helped to develop. I
tested it from room temperature to minus 60 degrees F [Fahrenheit], and it worked quite well. I
don’t know whether the Chance-Vought ever applied for a patent on it.

In October 1948, Chance-Vought announced they were going to move the entire
company to Texas; Lyndon Johnson may have been involved in that decision. Not wanting to
move to Texas, I started looking for another job. I interviewed at a small company in
Glenbrook, Connecticut, called the Perkin-Elmer Corporation. They had a smaller building than
the present Nanometrics, with maybe one hundred and fifty employees. They had got involved
with infrared [IR] spectroscopy during World War II, but Richard [S.] Perkin was more
interested in astronomy and advanced optical systems.

Perkin worked on Wall Street and also belonged to an amateur astronomy society in
NYC [New York City] that met once a month. The society discussed telescope design, celestial
objects, photographs they had taken, and so forth. As a result of the tensions with Germany
before World War II, their society could no longer order astronomical telescopes from Zeiss
[Carl Zeiss Jena] and Leitz [Ernst Leitz] in Germany. So Richard Perkin and his friend, Charles
Elmer, a court stenographer and society member, formed a contracting company to find optical
shops in the U.S. [United States] that could make telescoping optics. They eventually found and
contracted with a shop in New Jersey, named Mogey & Sons, which made optics quite
successfully. At the outbreak of World War II, Perkin-Elmer won a contract to build optics for
bombsights, so they contracted with Mogey & Sons to make the parts. Eventually, the two
companies decided to merge. They moved to Glenbrook, Connecticut, and produced specialized
roof-prisms for the US Air Force during the War.

During that time period, the American Cyanamid Company in nearby Stamford,
Connecticut, was designing an IR spectrophotometer; and they requested Perkin-Elmer
manufacture the optics for the instrument. American Cyanamid scientists realized that IR
spectroscopy was useful for chemical elucidation and analysis, and since no commercial
companies were making spectrophotometers during that time period, they needed to build their
own. They purchased optics from Perkin-Elmer and built a large, and innovative, IR
spectrophotometer.

Many people in Perkin-Elmer’s optical department who had worked on American
Cyanamid’s optics asked Richard Perkin to consider building IR spectrophotometers after the
War; something Perkin eventually decided to do. Then, an engineer at Perkin-Elmer, Richard
[F.] Kinnaird, proposed the design of an IR system to Perkin-Elmer’s optical department that
was about one quarter the size of American Cyanamid’s system.

Dr. Van Zandt Williams became famous for a review that he and colleagues had written
about IR spectroscopy work during the early twentieth century. It’s entitled, “Synthetic Rubber:
A Spectroscopic Method for Analysis and Control (1)”; we used to give it to our customers.
Williams worked at American Cyanamid. Eventually, Richard Perkin invited him to join
Perkin-Elmer. Williams accepted, bringing to Perkin-Elmer his knowledge of American
Cyanamid’s spectrophotometer, which aided in the construction of Perkin-Elmer’s first
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commercial product, the Model 12. It was a table-top instrument that incorporated aspheric
optics, Halley Mogey’s addition, to make it a more compact instrument. It had paraboloids,
ellipsoids, and so forth, instead of strictly spherical optics. The instrument’s electronics were
rather crude, but the instrument was superior to American Cyanamid’s instrument and found
early success.

During that time period, Max [D.] Liston, of General Motors’ Research Laboratory, had
been involved in the design of IR spectrophotometers. General Motor’s engineers had built
some spectrophotometers for which Max Liston had designed a breaker amplifier [breaker-type
DC amplifier] and a powerful, infrared-sensitive vacuum thermocouple. Perkin-Elmer required
those instruments for their IR spectrophotometer, so Richard Perkin invited Liston, along with
his breaker amplifier, to join Perkin-Elmer. General Motors had used Liston’s amplifier as a
product line during the War, but they weren’t interested in developing IR spectrophotometry
afterwards. Amplifier sales were small potatoes for GM.

Having arrived at Perkin-Elmer, Liston applied his breaker amplifier and electronics
knowledge to the Model 12, forming a complete system that point-plotted IR spectra. Perkin-
Elmer then developed the Model 12B, and later the Model 12C IR spectrophotometer. Soon
after, Dr. John U. White was hired to extend the design of the Model 12C. I think he came out
of Esso Research, which was what Exxon [Exxon-Mobil Corporation] had been named during
that time period. He and Liston added a beam chopper to the Model 12 that was detected by
Liston’s vacuum thermocouple. The Model 12B had used direct-current [DC] detection that
drifted and was very noisy, causing the data from the Model 12C’s predecessors to be less
useful. The users, who had to plot spectra by hand, were very unhappy because it took weeks to
get a spectrum. Conversely, the chopped-beam version of the Model 12C with the fast
thermocouple was the first spectrophotometer to give stable, reproducible results using a paper-
chart recorder.

I appeared on the scene during that time period. I was interviewed by John White in
November of 1948. He and Liston had already started designing a new instrument, the Model
21 which they based on a system built at Dow Chemical [Company]. They realized the Model
12C had the absorption bands of CO2 [carbon dioxide], water vapor, and anything else in the
atmosphere, superimposed on all of their absorption data, decreasing its usefulness. Though it
was useful for observing changes at pre-selected wavelengths using quantitative analysis, the
Model 12C was inconvenient for the spectral analysis of general organic compounds over a
wide range. During that time period, IR spectroscopy was being used in the pharmaceutical
industry, the oil industry, et cetera. Liston and White had started to design a spectrophotometer
that took the optics from the Model 12C and incorporated them into a double-beam design. A
company in Long Island had done the mechanical designing for the instrument, but after White
received the plans and constructed the instrument, he found it didn’t work. [laughter]

[END OF TAPE, SIDE 1]
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COATES: The recording system didn’t work, and the optical design was incomplete, and
poorly constructed. Consequently, the whole project seemed like a disaster from the start.
From what I understand, Richard Perkin had considered canceling the project because John
White told him that the Model 21’s external design was terrible and valueless. White convinced
Perkin to hire a designer; someone who could take White’s original ideas and put them into a
working design.

I had been looking for a job around that time period, and John White was impressed
enough with my interview that he hired me. I was given a drafting board, and a small office,
which was the engineering department. I didn’t know anything about IR spectroscopy; I didn’t
even know what either IR or spectroscopy was! I spent the first few months just working with
Dr. White and talking about the mechanical design problems. He didn’t tell me much about the
Model 21’s purpose or direction. For instance, he would sit next to me and say, “I want a gear
box that has these features, or I need a new design that does this.” So, I designed new parts and
assemblies as requested.

In 1949, after we’d been working on the Model 21 less than a year, Dr. White came in
to my office and told me that he had just quit. He’d had an argument with Richard Perkin and
Van Zandt Williams about something, and then came in to my office and said, “Vince, I’m sorry
to tell you this, but I’m leaving.” After he left, I said to myself, “What do I do now?” [laughter]
A few hours later, Van Williams came in and said, “Vince, we’ll hire another physicist to take
over the project. Do you have some things to work on?” I said, “Yes. I guess I’ve got some
things I could do.” After he left, I thought to myself, “I’d better learn something about IR
spectroscopy!”

Perkin-Elmer had a small library. There, I found issues of the Journal of the Optical
Society of America since the 1920s. I spent two months at the Perkin-Elmer library, several
hours a day, reading virtually every article I could find on IR spectroscopy. I also studied the
Review of Scientific Instruments. I learned a lot by the time I was finished; it was a very
interesting field. Looking at the design of the Model 21, I realized that it was far from being
completed. So, I sat down, at 25, and started to complete the design. [laughter] It was a big
opportunity for a young guy like me; and for John Atwood, who designed electronics modules.

Van Williams ignored my redesign work on the Model 21. He knew I was in the
engineering department designing things, but he didn’t know what I was doing. He never hired
the new physicist. A salesman at Perkin-Elmer, Paul A. Wilks, was selling the Model 12C as a
quantitative tool. I generally sat in my little room designing, so I didn’t have much contact with
him. [laughter] After about a year, I finished the new prototype and tested it on a bench in the
optical-manufacturing room. That became the finished design for the Model 21 instrument.
During the instrument’s testing, John White and Max Liston requested test data, photos, and so
forth, for papers they were to submit to the Journal of the Optical Society of America (2). Both
White and Liston had left Perkin-Elmer by the time their articles were published, but they still
created a lot of interest.
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I had also designed a very versatile recording system for the Model 21. I designed the
drum for the recording paper, the drive for the pen, and the pen itself. I designed everything,
including the paper holder, the automatic-scanning switches, and the repetitive scans for the
kinetic studies of fluctuating-sample properties. As requested by our customers, the Model 21
provided the user with many options. The monochromator’s optical parts were taken from the
Model 12C as before.

A problem with the Model 21 was the unreliability of its IR source. To fix that problem,
I consulted numerous resources on IR, and designed a new, stable mount. The design allowed
users to operate for years without needing to replace a burned-out source, which was a very
important quality that made the instrument reliable and easy to use.

BROCK: What was that source called?

COATES: It was called a Nernst glower. A problem was that the data became noisy if the hot
source ever bent. It was heated to 1800 degrees F. To fix the problem, I designed a source that
didn’t move around or bend, was optically correct, and was easy to replace. Spectral-data
accuracy was essential for users of the instrument because comparative spectra were run on the
same paper to accurately show their differences. If the source distorted after being heated, the
inaccurate results made the spectra inconclusive.

After testing the prototype in early March, I personally drove it, in the company station
wagon, from Connecticut to the 1950 Pittsburgh Conference. For the Model 21’s first showing,
Perkin-Elmer had rented a small booth in the ballroom at the top floor of the William Penn
Hotel. There was no other Perkin-Elmer equipment in the show that year. I placed the Model
21 on the provided bench, which sagged quite a bit. Then, I scanned the spectra of a
Polystyrene sample film with superimposed 20 minute scans, thirty or forty times each day.
Each time the scan repeated within pen-width. When I returned to Perkin-Elmer with the
instrument, Williams was surprised when I told him the booth was constantly packed with
people; I never even had time for lunch! He was also surprised that I didn’t have any problems
with the instrument.

After the instrument’s initial success with customers, I began developing accessories,
including solid, liquid, and gas cells for the Model 21. I eventually designed some gas cells that
were 40 meters long. These were sold to the Los Angeles Air Pollution Control District
[APCD] to measure the small concentrations of gases in smog. I folded the path to fit in the
beam so that it bounced back and forth, making an effective forty-meter path. When its gas-cell
pair, matching the sample and reference beams, was completed, tests showed that the
background noise was surprisingly small. As a result, it seemed feasible to measure even
smaller quantities of trace components. We had the option to design a gas cell with a longer
pathway, but the design was expensive and impractical.
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Another innovative concept was to expand the percent-transmittance scale of the Model
21 to magnify the absorption peaks. I designed a manually-controlled, variable gearbox and
servomotor system to expand the travel of the optical wedge. The new gearbox permitted the
expansion of the transmission-scale recording. For instance, a 10 percent change in the
absorption caused the chart’s pen to travel full scale, magnifying the recorded absorption. We
found that the Model 21, with its big optics, had an all-stops-out signal-to-noise ratio of better
than five thousand to one. It was an improvement that we hadn’t realized before. It allowed a
user to expand the scales up to 25 times while still showing a noise of less than 2 percent on the
chart.

When we tested the new Model 21’s scale-expansion system, we saw the peak heights of
trace samples in atmospheric smog, including ozone, nitrous oxide, and other photosensitive air
pollutants, subsequently proving the instrument could detect particle concentrations less than
several parts-per-billion. As a result, we used forty-meter cells to produce the equivalent of a
four-hundred-meter pathway. The scale-expansion control became an important feature on all
Model 21s produced thereafter. It was very useful for operators identifying chemical
components at low concentrations in the IR spectra. At the 1957 Pittsburgh Conference, we
described the new scale-expansion system as a major breakthrough in infrared.

The Model 21’s redesigned slit-width control variable potentiometer allowed a constant
signal across the entire wavelength [or wavenumber range] of interest. It allowed the highest
spectral resolution of the adjacent peaks, or the best possible signal-to-noise ratios during
scanning. I worked with some people at the Sloan Kettering Institute who were very interested
in measuring small components, mainly steroids, in biological materials. I designed a micro cell
that was half the height and width of the entrance slit, and placed it inside the sample space’s
cover, near the slit image. It had a small volume, but radiation passed through it efficiently. It
offered new capability for trace work.

I worked constantly on those interesting applications for the Model 21 from 1949 to
1953. The market for the Model 21 expanded each time I designed a new application. For
instance, I designed a specular-reflectance attachment that allowed engineers to measure the
reflection of materials against a known reference material; it was very useful for the tin-can
industry. Engineers in that field wanted to know the composition and thickness of a sprayed on
polymer coating that kept the tin can from corroding and poisoning its contents. To measure the
thickness and chemical composition of the polymer, we put a small piece of the coated can in to
the Model 21 and reflected light off of it. The experience gained from measuring thin films on
substrates is also valuable for work in my present company.

I worked on another useful design project around 1952. I designed standard charts for
storing the pure-spectra recordings used in photography. The standardized recordings were
obtained on the Model 21 by running spectra of very pure, carefully-refined compounds in the
sample cells. The photographs were then placed in organized files to be used as comparison
standards for the identification of new compounds. The process became important for many
Model 21 users, and led to the publication of thousands of spectra in a useful, standard format
(3). Pure spectra are still used today.
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BROCK: Did you work on that project from 1949 to 1956?

COATES: Yes. The work was part of the Model 21’s legacy. Another accessory I designed
was for use in the reference beam. It was a precise mechanical cell with a sliding seal designed
to move two NaCl [sodium chloride] windows apart with a narrow gap. It was called a variable-
thickness liquid-absorption cell. When a sample with an insignificant carbon-hydrogen
absorption of an unknown solid or liquid, such as carbon tetrachloride or carbon disulfide, was
placed in the sample beam, the variable-thickness cell in the reference beam was matched to
cancel-out the background absorption of the unwanted solvent. The cell’s design incorporated
one of the first uses of Teflon as a seal. The Teflon was effective because it didn’t react with
the solvent. I wrote a description of the cell’s design that was published in the November 1951
issue of the Review of Scientific Instruments (4).

Paul Wilks and Van Zandt Williams hadn’t shown an interest in the Model 21 during
that time period. Regardless, order requests for the instrument became so numerous that I
personally had to handle some of the calls from customers who were wondering when we could
deliver an instrument. During that time period, I was personally assembling and testing about
one Model 21 a month. Monthly order requests for the unit amounted to around five or seven
units. Eventually, I went directly to Richard Perkin and convinced him to expand the factory for
Model 21 production. I was slightly intimidated because it was my first direct meeting with
him, but we were overwhelmed with orders and something had to be done. Though I came off
as naive, he was attentive to my proposal. When I suggested the possibility of one-hundred
orders per year, the managers realized the instrument could become their biggest seller. At the
behest of Richard Perkin, who overrode the objections of others, my request was approved, and
Perkin-Elmer dominated the IR spectrometer market for years thereafter.

I worked with the manufacturing and purchasing departments to formulate a plan for
efficiently making and testing the instrument. I was very involved in the manufacture of the
Model 21 during that period. After a few years, Perkin-Elmer’s cost analysts realized that the
Model 21’s selling price was fifteen-thousand dollars, but the building price was less than four-
thousand dollars. The large profit margin helped turn Perkin-Elmer in to a major manufacturer
of analytical instruments, rivaling Beckman Instruments [Inc.], and other manufacturers.

BROCK: Were you tracking the customer’s need to develop new accessories, or were you
dreaming up the new accessories and then finding the customers?

COATES: I think that Van Williams received telephone calls from prospective customers. He
frequently came to me with customers’ requests. He told me what the customer wanted to use
the instrument for, and then I designed the accessory as needed. Most designs had been created
with the requests of only one customer in mind, but they usually became valuable for other
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consumers, too. As a 25-year old with such an opportunity, I took advantage of my situation. It
was extremely exciting and interesting; and I learned a lot about spectroscopy design and the
general management of new products in that field.

There are some other things I might mention. John White incorporated the Model 12’s
monochromator in his design for the original Model 21. Perkin-Elmer’s optical engineers had
earlier designed a number of crystal prisms to fit into that monochromator. Each prism had a
different, useful wavelength range and performance. The basic prism for most users was the
NaCl [sodium chloride] prism. NaCl was hygroscopic: it fogged-up at room temperature
because of atmospheric water vapor. I later added a heater to the Model 21’s base, to maintain
its temperature at 110 degrees F. The heater solved that expensive problem by keeping water
from condensing on the prism’s surface. It even worked in humid climates. Each prism was
stored in a clean, desiccated container. John White had wanted replaceable prisms in the Model
21, but the instrument’s complex cam system, and the electronics system’s original design made
the exchange of IR prisms extremely time-consuming. One would have had to disassemble the
complex cam system, and its required mechanisms, and insert new electronic parts to use the IR
prisms, all while preserving each prism’s standardized, linear-wavelength recording on the
paper chart.

I soon realized that the promise White and Liston had made to our customers concerning
a convenient prism-exchange system was basically unachievable. In 1951, when I examined the
early design of the Model 21, I concluded that the monochromator-prism exchange was flawed
and needed to be redesigned. I took the old assembly and replaced it with a separate,
interchangeable unit that mounted the prism, the wavelength cam, the optics, the mechanical
parts, and the electronic parts on to a single frame. The unit was designed to be plugged in to
the base reproducibly. Further, it had a lift-out handle and plug-in connectors for the
electronics. Thus, one could simply take the device out, replace it with another one, and be back
in operation in a few minutes.

The prism-interchange unit, as it was called, solved the interchange problem that would
have greatly limited sales of the original Model 21. With the release of the interchange unit to
production, we had finally fulfilled the advertised concept of a versatile system with wide-
ranging performance. The prism-interchange unit not only made the Model 21 more
convenient, it also expanded the spectral coverage of the Model 21 to include the visible range,
out to 50 microns. Though I had held-up the production of the Model 21 until I finished the
unit, much to the chagrin of both manufacturers and customers, the wait was much needed, and
well worth it.

As a result of those necessary improvements, Perkin-Elmer’s sales amounted to about 90
percent of the spectrophotometer market by 1954. There were other companies manufacturing
IR instruments, including Beckman Instruments, and Baird Atomic [Inc.] in Boston, but our
instruments sold better because we could demonstrate their wide-ranging performance, host of
accessories, and better reliability compared to our competitors.
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In early 1960, Beckman Instruments announced its plans to show the world the first IR
instrument with a diffraction-grating monochromator system for higher resolution and wide-
range scanning of spectra. Their advertisement implied that customers were to be left with
prism systems that were poor in comparison to their new technology: Beckman Instrument’s
ads asserted a better resolution of absorption bands, and a wider range than all previously
designed instruments.

By that time period [1959-1961], I was the director of research for the division of
international operations. Further, I had turned engineering work for the Model 21 over to other
engineers. However, Beckman Instrument’s diffraction-grating instrument frightened those
engineers because they thought a competitive Perkin-Elmer instrument would take two years to
complete. Alarmed, the engineers came to me with fears over losing our market.

As I thought about the situation, I realized a possible solution. I remembered when I
ran the applications-engineering group [and was head of the special-engineering division], I
designed several kinds of special-instrument systems. For example, I made UV [ultraviolet]
spectrophotometers, fluorescence-measurement systems, et cetera. One special project involved
the replacement of the Model 12C prism with a diffraction grating; a project that led to our
acquisition of many low-cost, replica diffraction gratings. Therefore, I went to our lab and
bonded one of those diffraction gratings to a specular-reflectance attachment that I had designed
years earlier for the Model 21. Then, I measured the reflectivity of that grating at normal
incidence, over wavelengths from 2.5 to 15 microns. In the 6 to 15 micron range, the
reflectivity approached 100 percent, meaning the diffraction grating could replace the Littrow
mirror that worked with the NaCl prism at long wavelengths. Further, the diffraction grating
could be repositioned to rotate over a normal grating angle for short wavelengths, permitting it
to resolve the high-resolution peaks from 2.5 to 6.5 microns; a region where the NaCl prism
alone, from the original Model 21, offered poor spectral separation.

As a result of those tests, the prism-grating-interchange unit was born. The interchange
unit could be used with both new and old instruments as a modest-cost upgrade. The
modification retained the standard scan for the existing chart paper, while also producing a
competitive, high-resolution scan that was acceptable to all users of the Model 21.
Alternatively, Beckman Instrument’s IR spectrophotometer had a chart-scanning method that
was very inconvenient and not standardized.

I had conducted the prism-grating-interchange unit experiment in January, and two
months later we introduced the redesigned instrument at the Pittsburgh Conference, to compete
with the Beckman Instrument’s model shown at the same time.

Perkin-Elmer’s Tom Flynn designed the production system that was shipped several
months later. I don’t think Beckman received many orders for their new design because our
system was superior to theirs right out of the box. I was very pleased with the work I had done
saving my old friend, the Model 21, and giving all customers a big lift in capability at modest
cost.
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A year later, Perkin-Elmer introduced the Model 221 spectrophotometer, which had
diffraction gratings with an optical-filter system. The instrument didn’t require a prism. If I’m
not mistaken, Walter Slavin was involved in part of that design.

By 1955, Perkin-Elmer had been studying many applications for its gas chromatography
products. I hired Nathaniel Brenner to work in that field. Incidentally, many years later,
Brenner became the corporate planning vice president for Beckman Instruments.

BROCK: Why weren’t Van Williams or Paul Wilks interested in the Model 21?

COATES: I believe in those days they thought that the future of IR spectrophotometry lay in
the quantitative analysis of chemical components. I have kept in contact with Paul Wilks, and
he remains interested in products for quantitative analysis with IR. Over the years, he’s built a
number of different instruments that perform useful measurements of components’
concentrations in solution using IR-quantitative analysis.

There was a grand battle at Perkin-Elmer between those of us who thought the Model 21
was the right product at the right time, and those who disagreed. The Model 21 had found a
niche market for chemical identification of substances.

In 1953, there was a respected professor at Columbia University named Ralph S.
Halford, who had a graduate student named Abe Savitzky. Together, they had designed an
attachment to the Model 12C that allowed it to produce percent-transmission spectra without
background atmospheric absorption; in essence, making it operate like a double-beam
spectrophotometer. They published a paper describing their modifications (5).

Their system required seemingly simple modifications of the Model 12C to incorporate a
segmented-beam chopper after the IR-Globar source, and before the entrance slit. First, a 90-
degree segment chopped the beam focused on the top half of the monochromator-entrance slit.
Then, a second 90-degree segment compared the beam to the bottom of the entrance slit, with
alternate blank-cutoffs in the rotating chopper blade. I was asked to duplicate their design,
which I did. It depended on a precise, electronic-switching mechanism attached to the
chopper’s shaft. The mechanism was synchronized at exactly 90 degrees to sense the difference
between the sample signal [slit top] and the reference signal [slit bottom]. The ratio of those
signals was then plotted as percent-transmittance on a strip-chart recorder as the Littrow mirror
was scanned by a motor. The existing liquid and gas cells could not be adapted easily to accept
the unusual slit chopping of the beam. Nonetheless, Van Zandt Williams became very
interested in the design, and around 1954, he hired Abe Savitzky to design it as a new product.

By 1954, I was still working alone in the engineering department, busily expanding the
Model 21’s design features. Others hadn’t appreciated the numerous new capabilities I had
added to the Model 21, but they had already decided that the design as conceived by White and
Liston was insufficient. They did not realize that I had attacked the weaknesses of the White-
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Liston concept and redesigned it to achieve a useful, new, and quite different Model 21 product
with a range of sampling accessories.

They considered a program to adapt the Halford-Savitzky spectrophotometer to the
Model 12C. They started the project by asking me to duplicate the Halford-Savitzky
spectrophotometer as originally conceived. I accommodated them. It revealed the weakness of
that approach in terms of the small sample cell’s split design. Undaunted, Perkin-Elmer hired
numerous engineers to design the system as a new double-beam-IR spectrophotometer called
the Model 13. The model number was prophetic, because they had a lot of bad luck with the
instrument. Savitsky’s group worked on the instrument for two years before the prototype was
completed. They designed a new front-end chopper to accommodate standard sample cells.
They added many other features as well, and what had started as a simple upgrade of the Model
12C became an expensive and complex instrument.

Meanwhile, the sales of the Model 21 and its accessories were booming. It was a useful,
acceptable system. Ironically, as I supported the Model 21 and the development of its
accessories, Van Zandt Williams was pushing the Model 13 because he thought it would soon
replace the Model 21. However, testing of the Model 13’s basic performance revealed that it
didn’t perform up to the specifications that many customers needed. It had very complicated
electronics, noisy spectral data, few accessories, and an inconvenient, non-linear chart. The
Model 21, was very reliable, and therefore was always available for work. A Model 13
prototype was built and shown to customers, but it never went into production. When the tests
were completed, Van Zandt Williams cancelled the project.

I became interested in the discontinued Model 13 about a year later. I thought that it
might still be a useful tool. I thought of it as a universal, wide-spectral-range UV-to-IR [though,
not only IR] spectrophotometer. My redesign of the Model 13 vindicated the excellent, wide-
range design of Richard Kinnaird, and others from the 1940s. I used the quartz prism in it to run
spectra of the UV-Vis-NIR [Ultraviolet-Visible-Near-infrared] portion of the spectrum; from
220 nanometers out to 2000 nanometers. Then, I substituted a NaCl prism to run a spectrum
from 2 microns to 15 microns. Next, I installed a KBr [potassium bromide] prism to plot a
spectrum out to 25 microns. As a result, it became the world’s only double-beam
spectrophotometer that could scan both UV and IR spectra. It took full advantage of the years
of work on to the Model 12C’s design. I made many particular design modifications, such as
designing a way to flip the mirrors that put the UV source, tungsten-lamp visible-range source,
and the IR source in-and-out. The various prisms and detectors available, like the
photomultiplier, lead-sulfide cell, and standard thermocouple, also flipped in and out. The
instrument took advantage of everything available. Later, the Model 85 IR microscope
attachment was added to the Model 13, making it a universal system for micro or macro work.

BROCK: Did the instrument have three prisms in it, or did one have to swap them out?
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COATES: It was designed to allow the easy removal and installation of all the prisms. It was
not a linear wavelength, spectrum-presentation system; rather, it employed an arbitrary, though
reproducible, spectral-chart scan, which was one of the biggest drawbacks of the Model 12C
and the Model 13. I introduced the Model 13U several years after the Model 13’s original
development, and it worked out quite well. It didn’t have the simple, standardized operation, or
the numerous accessories of the Model 21, but the M13U Universal Spectrophotometer was
quite useful for scientists working on semiconductors, electronic devices, new light sources, and
other physics and optics programs. The Model 21 had been directed to customers doing IR
studies within chemistry and chemical structures, so it wasn’t used for physics and optics
programs very often.

The Model 13U became quite popular for physicists in Europe first. It later became
popular in the U.S. as our U.S. sales guys realized its value to particular customers. I think
Perkin-Elmer sold over one hundred of the Model 13U spectrophotometers.

So that’s the story of my ironic participation in the development of the Model 13U. I
gained a lot of experience in UV spectrophotometry by doing work on the Model 13U, and by
taking advantage of the work others had done on the unsuccessful Model 13. I learned about
sources, detector characteristics, prisms, and all of the interesting work and results that are used
in UV technology. I’ve drawn on much of that experience in my current company, Nanometrics
[Inc.].

In 1951, several scientists asked Van Zandt Williams to design an IR microscope as an
attachment to the Model 12C. He requested a design from Abe Offner. He was one of the
optical designers at Perkin-Elmer who later became famous for his unique design of the Perkin-
Elmer Micralign system for accurate, integrated-circuit lithography. Offner studied the IR
microscope literature and developed an all-reflecting lens, optical-design attachment. Then,
Van Williams informed him that I was assigned to do the mechanical and systems designing of
the microscope. After he had finished the optical design, Offner gave me the proposed optical
diagram.

When I received Offner’s design, I found that it was quite complicated. A user was
required to insert a mirror to catch the light coming through the final slit of the monochromator.
The light reflected through a large microscope-condenser lens and then through a small sample
holder. Next, the light was focused through an objective lens, and directed to some mirrors that
sent it back to the original thermocouple detector installed on the Model 12C. Using one
detector was intended to reduce manufacturing cost.

I designed my microscope-lens mounts using Abe Offner’s original design, but, when I
tested the prototype, I couldn’t make the instrument offer a sufficient signal to be useful; I could
only get about 5 percent of the original signal through the system, which wasn’t enough to be
used with tiny microscope samples. We were about to junk the project when I came up with
another idea. I suggested that we simplify the optics by installing another detector in the
microscope. I designed a second, high sensitivity, small-target detector in my prototype system,
placed at the magnified image after the objective lens where the beam was focused to visualize
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the microscopic area. The instrument also had an eyepiece at that location. We had about 50 to
60 percent of the signal, which was useful. The prototype worked well with improved signal,
and I recorded many spectra of various micro-samples using the microscope attachment on a
Model 12C. This final concept of our joint design was given to George Brueske, who was a
designer of astronomical telescopes for Perkin-Elmer. He had designed a number of the world’s
great telescopes using Perkin-Elmer’s optics.

Brueske was asked to do the production design of the microscope system because he
had created the original stylish designs of the parts for the Model 12. We knew it pretty well.
He sent us some drawings, and then I built the Model 85 IR microscope attachment; the world’s
first commercially-designed microscope accessory for the IR spectrophotometer. Afterwards, I
was hoping that my next job would be to build a microscope accessory for the double-beam
Model 21 spectrophotometer, which many thought was impossible.

For the testing of the Model 85 microscope’s final version, I worked with a new
engineer, named Dr. Horace Seigler. He was an excellent physicist and he knew IR
spectroscopy well. He came from Johns Hopkins University.

[END OF TAPE, SIDE 2]

COATES: Horace Seigler thought of building a micro-attachment for the Model 21. It would
be used for very small samples and would reduce the sample beam to about 1 millimeter in
diameter using a pair of ellipsoidal mirrors. That micro-attachment became the standard micro-
sampling attachment for the Model 21, and it sold well, again extending its utility. I didn’t
consider it to be a true microscope because it didn’t allow microscopic manipulation or viewing
of specific sample areas. So, the Model 21 never had a “true” microscope attachment.

During the 1980s, some 27 years after I worked on the Model 85 IR microscope
attachment [which Perkin-Elmer no longer made], I completed a new IR microscope design Its
design led to the first complete IR spectrophotometer with diffraction-limited microscope
samples. There were no others. It was a stand alone, complete IR microscope called the
NanoSpec 20-IR, which Nanometrics sold successfully to both industrial and research labs. The
instrument included a series of four matching and all-reflecting microscope lenses. One lens
focused an IR source [the Nernst glower like the Model 21] onto a variable aperture, and then
up to a matched-condenser lens that focused on the sample. There was also a matched, 15X-
objective lens, and a final lens that focused on the tiny target of a LN [liquid nitrogen]-cooled,
mercury-cadmium-telluride detector, which was sensitive from 2.5 to 14.5 microns. It was a
chopped beam, low-noise system that obtained spectra from true, diffraction-limited samples, to
less than 20 microns in diameter at the longest wavelength. The matched lenses conserved the
signal, and the Nernst glower source was bright enough illuminate samples in the visible range,
permitting a user to see them through a viewer eyepiece. It was an exact imager.
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By the end of the 1950s, my redesigned Model 21 was more or less finished, including
several of the prism-interchange units that I had designed. We had many accessories built for
the Model 21 that were very useful for all areas of organic chemistry. The big market for IR
was the identification of chemicals; the recording and comparison of an unknown material’s
spectra to determine its composition. The Model 21 was also quantitatively accurate in
transmittance over a wide range of compositions, and was often used that way. Its main
strength was its ability to take a large variety of chemicals and obtain their spectra, and then
compare them. Scientists could compare them with spectra of known substances for
identification. The filing of spectral catalogs of chemicals built up for a long period of time in
laboratories all over the world. The Sadtler Research Labs [Inc.] collected many, reasonably
related pure spectra in published books to aid in identification (6).

In the 1950s, a bright young man named Norman Colthup, who worked at American
Cyanamid, compared and correlated the absorption spectra of certain chemical structures. For
example, he compared the expected IR wavelengths of sulfonated or carbonated chemical
groups, and so forth. He then created a special chart, known as the Colthup Chart, to use as a
guide for classifying chemical structures. A scientist would then compare the spectral peaks of
an unknown with those on the chart to determine what type of compound he was analyzing.
The Colthup Chart was one of the important contributions of the 1950s for IR spectroscopists,
and expanded versions are in wide use still today.

BROCK: Were you in charge of establishing the production and sales operations for the Model
21?

COATES: To a certain extent, yes. One of the things that bothered me about the Model 21
program was that Van Zandt Williams and Paul Wilks were not interested in it, even though we
were receiving numerous requests for descriptive information on the instrument. Later, I got
involved in helping sales. I contacted customers in the Eastern United States and agreed to run
spectra for them. I also trained salesmen. My work helped push the Model 21 along. Richard
Perkin was interested in astronomy, Van Zandt Williams was interested in the Model 12C;
which is why he wanted the microscope accessory, and Paul Wilks was his salesman. In 1952, I
was the only one in the company that was paying serious attention to the Model 21. We had a
meeting with Richard Perkin, during which I said, “I’m not a salesman. I’m just a young,
inexperienced engineer. But it seems to me that if we made them, we could sell at least five
Model 21’s a month, instead of just one. It seems to me the instrument could be very
profitable.” Perkin said, “Vince, I think you’ve got the right idea!” Then, he authorized the
establishment of a production line, parts, floor space, et cetera, for the Model 21, and he ordered
the purchase of necessary parts. Luckily, my work at Chance-Vought had taught me how to
organize standardized production.

Next, I helped establish a sales organization that would make my sales estimate a reality.
I trained a number of people and went from there. The transition in 1958 to the grating design
was a big event that further increased the sales. The Model 21’s many new accessories also
increased sales to different scientific fields, such as air pollution, biology, biochemistry, general
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chemistry, pharmaceutical studies, and the petroleum industry. All areas of organic chemistry
were of interest. From 1952 to 1990, I think we sold about seven or eight-thousand units. The
Perkin-Elmer astronomy and optics division made some money, but they often did not estimate
the costs very well. Perkin-Elmer was selling about one Model 12C a month, and in the early
1950’s, Paul Wilks was very busy running that part of the business. Paul Wilks and Van
Williams continued to market the Model 12C for quantitative measurements. They thought that
was going to be the future of IR. To me, they had underestimated the customers’ need to
identify various chemical species and perform quantitative analyses.

From 1948 thru 1950, John White also asked me to redesign some of the other Perkin-
Elmer products that had design flaws. One of the instruments was the M52 flame photometer,
which had been sold to clinical labs to measure the sodium and potassium levels in blood. The
instrument was not unreliable, so I redesigned its optical mounts to improve its stability.
Perkin-Elmer sold the instrument for several years, until Beckman Instruments introduced a
more precise and sensitive unit for the Model DU. Perkin-Elmer had introduced the Tiselius
Electrophoresis System in 1948. It was a table-top instrument designed by John White that was
mechanically unstable. White asked me to redesign the mechanics of that instrument as well. I
did, and it seemed to work well afterwards. Those fields seemed to languish because there was
no emphasis on customers. Regardless, after John White left, those products for biology were
neglected and soon disappeared. Van Williams had no interest in pursuing them.

The work I did in mass spectrometry and NMR [Nuclear Magnetic Resonance] reveals a
similar story. Perkin-Elmer designed a mass spectrometer around 1964, which died because it
lacked marketing attention. I went to Japan to participate in a joint venture with Hitachi; to sell
Hitachi instruments in the United States. From 1962 through 1969, I was heavily involved in
that business with Hitachi, which included electron microscopes and mass spectrometers. I also
worked with the joint company, Hitachi/Perkin-Elmer Limited [HIPE], and oversaw the design
of a diffraction-grating based, UV table-top system made by Hitachi and designed to compete
with the Beckman Model DU. The principle designer at HIPE was Dr. Koroku Nakamura, or
“Roku-San,” who was a close friend of mine and an expert in optics. He was a major designer
of numerous optical instruments at Hitachi Naka Works during the 1960’s. He and I worked
together to apply the first Perkin-Elmer replicated, fine-line diffraction gratings to the HIPE-UV
design. Called the Model 139, the very successful unit was first introduced in the United States
in 1964. It was sold by Coleman Instruments, which was acquired by Perkin-Elmer as a
Chicago subsidiary. Since the 1930’s, Coleman Instruments had been a fierce competitor with
Beckman Instruments , and the battle over UV-Vis spectrometers was a major one. From 1964
to 1970, Coleman sold over one-thousand Model 139’s, considerably disrupting Beckman
Instrument’s traditional foothold in that market. Perkin-Elmer also found success with its UV-
instrument sales in Europe.

The Hitachi mass spectrometer, which I first saw in 1961, was designed by a brilliant
engineer at Hitachi named Dr. Tomatsu Noda. During the 1950’s, most mass spectrometers in
the United States had been manufactured by the Consolidated Electrodynamics Company
[CEC], based in Pasadena, California. Their instrument’s design had come out of the Manhattan
Project. However, they had designed it to quantitatively analyze petroleum samples only. No
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one had thought much of applying mass spectrometry to the elucidation of chemical structures.
After seeing Tom Noda’s mass spectrometer, I obtained a written description of the Hitachi
system. My job was to find a market for it. I knew that Consolidated Electrodynamics had 100
percent of the U.S. market, so it was going to be a tough road. [laughter]

Shortly thereafter, while studying the mass spectrometer field, I found a paper written by
Professor Klaus Biemann, of MIT [Massachusetts Institute of Technology]. I went to visit him
with a copy of the report from Hitachi. When I showed him Noda’s mass spectrometer design,
he nearly fell off his seat. He told me the Hitachi mass spectrometer was exactly what he
needed. Further, he said it was superior to CEC’s design. He pointed out that nobody in the
U.S. was analyzing chemical structures with mass spectrometry. The resolution of CEC’s mass
spectrometer was blurry because it couldn’t separate masses above 200 amu [atomic mass
units]. Nobody cared about the resolution because the instrument was designed for the
quantitative analysis of low-mass petrochemicals, like natural gas. Alternatively, Tom Noda
designed his mass spectrometer to scan the magnetic field using a constant-accelerating voltage,
which allowed the user to resolve beyond 1000 amu.

Biemann said, “This is the perfect machine for chemical structure elucidation because I
could scan with unit-mass resolution past 1000 amu. When can I get one?” Surprised, I said,
“I’ll order one and bring it to Perkin-Elmer. Then, you can examine it and tell me if it’s any
good.”

During that time period, I was also in charge of Hitachi’s electron microscope program.
Hence, I had the task of introducing both Hitachi electron microscopes and mass spectrometers
to the U.S. When I brought the Hitachi mass spectrometer in to the U.S., I needed help from
someone who had experience in the field. Therefore, I hired Dr. Al Struck, from American
Cyanamid, because he had experience working with CEC’s mass spectrometers, and he knew
the field very well. While I was busy setting up the U.S. sales organization for the Hitachi
electron microscopes [we eventually sold mass spectrometers from there], the Hitachi mass
spectrometer that I had ordered from Japan arrived. Tom Noda came to Connecticut to set up
the instrument, and he ended up staying for six months.

I remember the day Klaus Biemann was to test the instrument. After we had got the
instrument running, I said, “It would be interesting to attach a gas chromatograph to the mass
spectrometer, and then use it to identify the gases as the chromatograph separated them.” They
thought that was pretty good idea. Then, someone realized that the scan time of the mass
spectrum, as set up by Tom Noda, was about 15 minutes per spectrum. I said, “That’s pretty
slow. These peaks are coming out of the gas chromatograph in only a few seconds.” So we
discarded the idea.

Several days later, Al Struck was scanning some standard compounds to identify the
parameters of the Hitachi system. We’d bought the latest and greatest Honeywell fast-chart
recorder, and I was there watching it work. I noticed the magnetic field would go up, and run
quickly back down again, every time we ran a mass spectrum. When it came back down, it was
ready to go again. I asked Struck, “How fast can we expand that chart?” He responded, “What
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do you want to do that for?” I replied, “Let’s take a look at what happens when we scan
backwards on this thing.” Sure enough, we obtained nearly the same mass spectrum scanning
backwards, quickly, as we did scanning forward, slowly. Tom Noda, being very conservative,
had made the forward scan very slow to increase the instruments accuracy, but it took only two
seconds to scan backwards. With that in mind, I hooked the gas chromatograph up to the
machine’s mass spectrometer and scanned each separated component backwards. As the
resulting scan emerged from the gas chromatograph, it showed a mass spectrum of very low
sample concentrations. Thus, we had made the world’s first combination gas
chromatograph/mass spectrometer [GC/MS]. Those instruments are now the standard analytical
tools for analyzing complex mixtures and identifying each component. Further, the assembly of
multiple in-line-separating systems with multiple in-line mass spectrometers is presently a
proven method.

BROCK: What year did you do that?

COATES: It was in 1962. In 2003, two scientists won the Nobel Prize for mass spectrometry.
One of them was John [B.] Fenn, from Yale [University]. I met him a couple months ago and
told him about making the first mass spectrum from a gas chromatograph. He had later done the
first mass spectra from liquid chromatographs. By that time, the GC/MS was being used
worldwide, so he was interested that I had been the first to make one of those instruments work.
I never published a paper or anything. I just showed it to Klaus Biemann when he visited us at
the Perkin-Elmer Corporation; he had been very excited. Then we shipped that instrument to
MIT. Later, Biemann refined the GC/MS and published some of the definitive papers (7).

Biemann’s instrument was a one-off system. He published some papers of his work with
the instrument (8), and soon after, Perkin-Elmer started selling GC/MS’s. Within a couple
years, we had 75 percent of the market. Further, CEC left the business because GC analysis of
petroleum fractions was considered better than mass-spectrometer analysis alone. The Hitachi
mass spectrometers were beautiful machines. Anything that came from Japan after World War
II had been dubbed “Japanese junk,” so we had a heck of a time getting people interested.
However, by providing good service, we broke through.

During that time period, we brought in some electron microscope experts who were
faithful users of Siemens’s [AG] and Phillips’s [Royal Philips Electronics] electron
microscopes. After using Hitachi’s instrument, they discovered its resolution of specimens’
small features was two or three times superior to Siemens’s and Philips’s microscopes. Further,
they got superior pictures of biological and other materials. Afterward, the experts published
papers showing new images that created a great interest in the product. Three or four years
later, RCA [Radio Corporation of America] gave up and left the electron-microscope business
that they had started in the 1940s. Siemens also stopped selling electron microscopes in the mid
60’s because Hitachi’s microscope had superior optics that showed finer details. To this day,
Hitachi is one of the world’s largest producers of electron microscopes. I was told by the
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president of Hitachi that they invested heavily in scientific-instrument design to enhance their
reputation in all areas.

BROCK: How did a deal between Hitachi and Perkin-Elmer materialize in 1961?

COATES: The general manager of Hitachi’s instrument-manufacturing plant, Dr. Isao Makino,
went directly from Japan to Perkin-Elmer to visit Richard Perkin. He was a Japanese
businessman who spoke practically no English, but liked direct action. Without making an
appointment with Perkin, he simply showed up in the lobby one day to make a deal. [laughter]
We found out who he was when one of our employees, I think, eventually went down to the
lobby to chat with him. Dr. Makino’s appearance was interesting enough for Van Zandt
Williams, Perkin-Elmer’s the senior vice president, so he invited Dr. Makino up to his office.
They had a meeting, one thing led to another, and about a year later the contract was signed. Dr.
Makino is one of the post-war heroes of Hitachi’s industrial growth. Almost single-handedly,
Dr. Makino created their scientific-instruments business as a broad effort.

The president of Perkin-Elmer, Bob [Robert E.] Lewis, gave me the assignment of
determining whether the Hitachi instrumentation was any good. To my surprise, I was
impressed by a lot of things I found in Japan. They had been building copies of the Model 21
IR spectrophotometer that were dead on. They had copies of a number of other U.S. products,
but their mass spectrometers and the electron microscopes were unique designs that were done
by very clever researchers. Don’t let anybody tell you that the Japanese are not creative,
because they are, as we know from their cars and so forth. From 1962 to 1970, I was put in
charge of selling the major Japanese products throughout the world in a new organization that
ran parallel to the Perkin-Elmer structure. It was an interesting job, and another aspect of my
education in the instrument business.

It was around 1964, while I was working with Hitachi, that I first met Alfred [O. C.]
Nier at the University of Minnesota. He was a scientist who had contributed greatly to the
Manhattan Project during World War II. In 1964, he was researching mass spectrometry at the
University of Minnesota. I had gone to visit him because I learned he had built a small, high-
performance mass spectrometer that he used for his research. After my visit, I got Perkin-Elmer
to license his instrument and hire him a consultant. Then, in 1965, Nier and others started a
project to design the Perkin-Elmer small, double-focusing-mass spectrometer [Model 270] for
chemical analysis. Though Perkin-Elmer's contract stipulated that they and Hitachi could trade
products back and forth, Hitachi was threatened by the Model 270 project. As it turned out,
they didn’t want Perkin-Elmer to develop its own mass spectrometers.

Our sales group sold the Hitachi mass spectrometers, and the Model 270 was just an
additional product to sell. Interestingly, a Perkin-Elmer engineer working on the Model 270
project chose a vacuum-pump oil for the instrument, which, though efficient, superimposed a
tremendous background of interfering peaks that hid the sample mass peaks users were trying to
analyze. It was a design flaw that killed the Model 270. We just couldn’t get the engineer to
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change oils. [laughter] Again, the problem had been caused by internal politics and poor
communication.

When I left Perkin-Elmer in 1969, their business relationship with Hitachi was falling
apart. I think it finally died around 1972 because nobody at Perkin-Elmer was able to carry the
torch for either the mass spectrometers or the electron microscopes. As a result, Hitachi no
longer had a U.S. sales organization. Coleman’s Model 139 UV Spectrometer sales had also
decreased. In the 1980’s, Hitachi increased its exports of electron microscopes again. By that
time, JEOL [Japan Electron Optics Laboratory] had developed a competitive mass spectrometer,
as had Shimadzu [Corporation], so Hitachi lost its U.S. business. Hitachi and Perkin-Elmer had
held about 80 percent of the mass-spectrometer business in 1969; but 5 years later they had only
about 5 percent. Similarly, they had controlled 75 percent of the electron-microscope business
in the United States; whereas, 5 years later Hitachi controlled only about 10 percent. However,
Hitachi’s business finally came back in later years as they aggressively pursued semiconductor
manufacturing and introduced new models.

In 1968, I left Connecticut to run the Hitachi’s program and engage in new-product
development in Northern California. I moved my family to California, as well. Perkin-Elmer
had recently acquired a vacuum-pump company in Mountain View, California, called Ultek. It
was thought that products employing vacuum systems could be important. I took the position at
Perkin-Elmer-Ultek to concentrate on instrument sales and new designs.

BROCK: So you moved out to California to run the Hitachi relationship with Perkin-Elmer?

COATES: Yes. I was a vice president of HIPE, in charge of the electron-microscope products.
My work for Perkin-Elmer in California is an interesting story. While I had been selling
electron microscopes in Connecticut in mid-1960s, I visited the University of Chicago to meet
Professor Albert Crew; a professor who had developed a new kind of electron microscope. Dr.
Crew was a distinguished physicist and the head of the Argonne National Laboratory. He
received research funds from the government, so as a side project, he built a new kind of
electron microscope, which, as he told me, he had thought of on an airplane trip several years
earlier. He thought his microscope could be better than existing electron microscopes in all
aspects, and he already demonstrated a much better resolution that the previous scanning-
electron microscopes [SEM] of that time period. He named it the field-emission SEM [Field
Emission Scanning Electron Microscope, FESEM]. It became the design of choice for highest
performance.

Dr. Crew was a charming guy, and we got along very well. He permitted Perkin-Elmer
to license his design. I informed Chester [W.] Nimitz, Jr., president of Perkin-Elmer, of the new
electron-microscope concept. He thought it was an interesting direction for the company to
take. Hence, a major reason for my moving to California was to start the FESEM project at
Ultek, and to finance it with electron-microscope sales.
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In California, I hired an engineering team and we began to design a working model. I
brought in Al Crew’s chief engineer, Len Welter, and he became my chief engineer for the
project. In 1969, after a brief development period, we built a working model and produced
micrographs with it in record time.

[END OF TAPE, SIDE 3]

COATES: When Hitachi heard that we were working on the FESEM project, they notified
Chester Nimitz [Jr.] that they would cancel their contract with Perkin-Elmer if we continued to
design our own electron microscopes and mass spectrometers. As a result, Horace [G.]
McDonell, the senior vice-president of Perkin-Elmer, came out to California and said to me,
“Vince, we want you to go back to Norwalk. We’re canceling our electron-microscope program
and the mass-spectrometer program.” I retorted, “You’ve got to be kidding!” He replied, “No,
I’m not. The Hitachi business deal is very profitable, and we’re going to stick with it.” I said,
“But I built the FESEM business up, and it offers new long-term directions for Perkin-Elmer.”
He responded, “I know, but we can’t afford to lose Hitachi.” So I said, “I quit.” I left Perkin-
Elmer at the end of 1969, went to my home in Los Altos, and started thinking about my next
step. The HIPE joint venture died in 1972.

Len Welter came to see me and said, “We know how to build the new microscope now,
and we know it's a great instrument. So let’s start a company and build it.” I thought it was a
good idea, so that’s how we started the Coates & Welter Instrument Corporation [CWIC]. In
1971, we designed and introduced the world’s first commercial FESEM, operating with many
new features. In addition, we patented several ideas that are now standard for all SEMs. One of
the features, called the low-voltage SEM, allows users to take pictures without damaging the
specimen by using very low accelerating voltage electrons. Nevertheless, the SEM takes
excellent, high-magnification pictures. Specimens weren’t damaged by such low voltages, so a
user could measure structures and take inspection-pictures of integrated-circuits without
damaging them. It became very useful in biology. Actually, I won an award from the
Semiconductor Manufacturing Association for having invented part of the low-voltage SEM.
When Nanometrics acquired CWIC in 1979, we redesigned the low-voltage SEM for
semiconductor microscopy.

In any event, CWIC was a nice business but we soon ran short of money! [laughter]
Then, the American Optical Corporation [AO] came along with a good offer for our business
and bought us out completely. For several more years, I worked at building the business with
AO, and when I left, Len Welter became president of the company. American Optical
continued the Coates & Welter Instrument Company and its SEM program, which turned out to
be quite a unique and special business.

In 1970, to appease Hitachi, Horace McDonell gave them lock, stock and barrel, the
engineering design and prototype work that we had done at Ultek. Hitachi then proceeded to
build low-voltage FESEMs, which became a billion-dollar business for them during the 1990’s.
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Nanometrics was too small, without enough engineers or money to compete. A huge company
like Hitachi thus ended up making two-hundred-fifty-million dollars a year selling FESEM’s to
the semiconductor industry. Those microscope systems became one of the most important
products for inspecting and measuring integrated circuits. Anyway, I was involved in that
project and it was a really terrific experience. I’d got away from IR by that time. [laughter]

After CWIC was bought-out by American Optical, I became disenchanted with working
for very conservative people. In 1975, I decided to start another company, which I named
Nanometrics, Inc. Working alone at home, I sat down at my drawing board and spent a year
designing what became the NanoSpec; a Spectrophotometer attached to a microscope. It has
become quite a successful product. We’ve sold more than five-thousand units, about the same
number of sales as the original Perkin-Elmer Model 21. I’ve had a very successful company,
and I am proud that I designed it all from scratch. Along the way, I discovered that the
NanoSpec has a lot of applications; such as measuring the film thickness of integrated circuits
and flat-panel displays. It has some biological and crime-lab applications, also, but those have
not been very big markets.

That’s my career up to this point. I am still deeply involved with new concepts, new
products, and product design; the lattermost being my greatest love and what I like to do more
than anything. I should mention that I also designed an IR-spectrometer microscope at
Nanometrics in 1980, called the NanoSpec 20-IR. I did so after I learned that Perkin-Elmer had
stopped making my Model 85 and nobody else had one. It was Nanometrics first commercial-
IR product. There was a hidden market for a microscope that could identify extremely small
samples seen in a microscope. Later, a number of companies added IR-microscope attachments
to FT-IR [Fourier Transform-IR]. So that’s become kind of a standard product for the chemical
industry today. I guess I led the way.

BROCK: You were the manager of Perkin-Elmer’s applications-engineering department from
1955 to 1959. How did applications engineering fit into the entire Perkin-Elmer landscape?
What was its relationship to marketing and product development?

COATES: Before 1955, I concentrated entirely on the Model 21 program and the development
of its accessories and design. Then, when I got involved in helping sales, I had to setup a Model
21 demonstration lab that I could use to demonstrate the performance of our product to
prospective customers. Some of our customers’ samples were quite unusual, so the
demonstration lab evolved in to a new, applications-research lab. Then, in 1953, Harry
Hausdorff was hired to participate in the applications work and run the demonstration laboratory
as its activity increased.

Harry Hausdorff was a very interesting person. Over many years, he and I became very
good friends. I believe he came to us from the General Chemical Company in New Jersey. He
was intrigued by one of our Model 21’s at General Chemical, so he applied for, and was hired
as, a demonstrator for Perkin-Elmer’s instrumentation. He was Swiss but spoke quite good
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English. In fact, he spoke five or six languages, so he became very useful with respect to our
European sales. He increased Perkin-Elmer’s influence in Europe.

Richard Perkin was interested in traveling to Europe, and he invited Harry Hausdorff to
go along with him on several of his trips. They made a number of trips to Europe on some of
the big ocean-liners. Perkin became interested in acquiring a company in Germany that was
making theodolites for testing NATO’s [North American Treaty Organization] rockets. In the
United States, Perkin-Elmer had a major business selling telescope optics and related structures.
Perkin thought that company was a good fit, and since he wanted to expand into Europe, he
acquired the company. It was called Bodenseewerk Perkin-Elmer G. m. b. H. The factory was
in southern Germany, in a resort area near Lake Constance [the Bodensee]. Perkin-Elmer’s
American production group transferred all the drawings to Bodenseewerk so they could
manufacture a duplicate of the Model 21. We had been selling maybe five or six per year in
Europe before that time. After Bodenseewerk started manufacturing the Model 21, our sales
increased to more than fifty instruments a year, just because it was backed up by Germans in
Germany. Their sales effort later extended throughout Europe, with service offices and
applications labs in each major country.

Later, Perkin-Elmer got involved with other methods of chemical analysis, including gas
chromatography. In 1957, working again with Harry Hausdorff, Perkin decided to establish a
manufacturing company in England, later called Perkin-Elmer, Ltd. The company was situated
in Beckinsfield, north of London. Perkin decided that Perkin-Elmer, Ltd., should transfer the
low cost IR spectrometer, the Model 137; they thought there would be a large market for it in
England and in Europe. Harry Hausdorff was a principal person working with Richard Perkin
on those projects, and he and his family eventually transferred to Switzerland. Harry became
Perkin-Elmer’s European manager, working out of its office in Zurich, Switzerland. He
established sales organizations in each country, which influenced researchers in those countries
and increased Perkin-Elmer’s prestige. Incidentally, he later performed that same service by
helping set up Nanometrics’s European sales offices.

Hausdorff was a good IR spectroscopist with whom I worked closely after he joined
Perkin-Elmer. We collaborated on various aspects of IR that we identified as being important,
and many turned out to be successful ideas. Often, he had an idea and I did the design.
Examples were the variable-temperature kinetic studies, for which we presented joint papers on
the completed studies at symposia. They gave the company good publicity. When he went to
Europe, there was nobody there to run the applications-engineering lab, so I took it over. As
head of the lab, one of my tasks was to design and build unique instruments for particular
customer requests. Initially, many of the instruments were “special” engineering jobs, but after
the instruments had been developed and other customers learned of them, the instruments
became a part of the line of product offered by the Perkin-Elmer.

From 1953 onward, the Perkin-Elmer IR-spectrophotometer program for chemical-
component identification was mainly in my hands. I was in charge of applications and special-
engineering development, and I continued to design from 1953 until about 1960. One of the
interesting things that I mentioned to you earlier was the conversion of the Model 13 prototype
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to the Model 13U. As a product, that was first a special-engineering job for particular
customers. We also made other instruments for UV spectroscopy, and for measuring spectro-
fluorescence. We were becoming more and more competitive with Beckman Instruments at that
point.

Van Zandt Williams met a researcher named Alan Walsh, an Australian, at a Pittsburgh
Conference back in the late 1950s, and he invited him to visit Perkin-Elmer to talk about his
new research. The guy came in to give the engineering group a lecture about his work in
atomic-absorption spectroscopy [AAS]. Everybody sort of listened and said “Why is that
important?” [laughter] Back then, our engineers were doing IR spectroscopy; they weren’t
interested in measuring the chemical-emission spectroscopy of the elements, or any of that kind
of stuff. I was very impressed by what he told us about measuring the concentrations of various
elements in a flame.

I ran the applications lab and had freedom to do things, so out of curiosity I set up the
Model 13 prototype to do AAS in the visible spectrum. It was the first time I had used the
Model 13 as a visible-range system. I used two Beckman flame sources; one in place of the IR
source, and the other in the sample space. The first beam was chopped and focused on to the
second flame. Then, several calibrated water solutions containing particles of the specimen
were sucked in to the second flame. I think I used solutions that contained magnesium samples
in different concentrations. I saw the variation immediately. It measured the concentration of
magnesium, by George! I did that experiment about a year after Alan Walsh had given us his
lecture.

I visited with Van Zandt Williams and said, “Please take a look at this. AAS works!
This is what Walsh talked about.” He said, “I don’t know if it’s something we’re really
interested in.” It was familiar response. I showed my results to other people in the company,
and I wrote a report on it. I believe my encouragement pushed the company to approve a
project for building some AAS systems. Walter Slavin was in charge of designing those.
Within five years of its inception, Perkin-Elmer’s AAS products were earning the company
several-hundred-million dollars annually. Perkin-Elmer didn’t pay much attention to AAS at
first, but by showing that the technology was useful, I think I lit the flame, so to speak. It was
something that I was proud of then, and now.

BROCK: Was Walter working for you at that time?

COATES: No. He had been working under the vice president of engineering. Before that job,
he designed a diffraction-grating version of the Model 137, low-cost-IR spectrometer; it was
another successful effort of his. He got involved with AAS afterwards, but you would have to
talk to him about all those details; it’s a very complicated story. He worked with Herb [Herbert]
Kahn; an excellent engineer who was very hand-in-glove on many of the potential applications
of atomic absorption. In the early 1960s, there was an enormous amount of work done in AAS
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by Walter and Kahn. They were excellent leaders and contributed to the growth of Perkin-
Elmer during the 1960’s and 1970’s. They deserve a lot of credit.

BROCK: At this time, was there a distinct R&D [research and development] or new-products
department?

COATES: The engineering department did the production design for new instruments; like the
Model 137, AAS, and so forth. While in the applications-engineering department, I researched
specific topics and then figured out the specifications for improved instruments that could fulfill
the needs of particular customers.

BROCK: Describe your transition from the applications-engineering department to your next
project.

COATES: After having worked in the applications-engineering department, I became the
director of R&D [international operations division] for the European subsidiaries that Richard
Perkin had established in the United Kingdom and Germany. I had to travel to Europe
frequently for my new position, which was delightful. Once there, I assisted the engineers at
our German and English factories with their preparations to manufacture the Model 21 and the
Model 137. I also helped steer their efforts towards future involvement in gas chromatography.
From 1959 to 1961, I traveled frequently to both Perkin-Elmer, Ltd., and to Bodenseewerk-
Perkin-Elmer to work on those instruments; until those subsidiaries began making their own
instruments. The position tapped my 12 years of experience in instrument design and planning.

As R&D director, I was asked to visit a company in Paris, France, called Jobin Yvon.
They had noticed our activities in Germany and England, and were interested in having Perkin-
Elmer as an investor in France [which Perkin-Elmer did eventually]. One of Perkin-Elmer’s IR
consultants in Paris, Professor M. LeCompte, informed me of new research in IR interferometry
being conducted by several French researchers. Over the next few months, I visited people
who were doing early FT-IR work, including [Pierre] Jacquinot, [Peter B.] Fellgett, in England,
and others. Fellgett had calculated that FT-IR gave a major boost in performance because the
interferometer scanned every wavelength, all the time, as opposed to slit-dispersive systems that
examined one wavelength at a time. As a result, the signal to noise ratio was 60 times better in
FT-IR instruments, which was unheard of in infrared at that time. However, the advantages of
FT-IR weren’t realized until the development of small, fast computers.

Although I tried as hard as I could, I couldn’t get the engineers at Perkin-Elmer
interested in the FT-IR work done by Fellgett and others. They had too much tied up in the
design of dispersive products, which were Perkin-Elmer’s bread and butter. They put their
heads in the sand and didn’t look up again until they had almost lost their IR business.
Consequently, Perkin-Elmer let its chance to develop the first commercial-FT-IR instrument slip
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by. I had a good job as the R&D director of the international operations division, but nobody
would listen to my ideas. It was around that time that I was sent to Japan.

In 1961, going to Japan was the last thing I had wanted to do. I had no interest in Japan.
Once I got there, I was fascinated by their high-quality engineering projects. What an
interesting country! [laughter] My involvement with Hitachi's program signaled an end to my
work with the European programs; specifically, Bodenseewerk and Perkin-Elmer, Ltd. Their
products had been transferred and put in production, they had good people in place, and they
were busy with their own work.

BROCK: In coming out to California initially, still working with Perkin-Elmer, and then
starting a company of your own; it seems like you were moving from a quintessentially East
Coast company, in terms of corporate culture.
.

COATES: By that time period, Perkin-Elmer had become a large and complex corporation with
numerous divisions of people. They had started a large semiconductor division, in addition to
their various telescopes and optical products, their government contracts, and their analytical-
instrument division. Also, Chester Nimitz had just appointed Horace McDonell as the senior
vice-president of Perkin-Elmer; so a lot of things were happening at the company. In fact, the
company became so large that it was hard to keep track of what was happening in the other
divisions. Basically, each manager focused on the little area he was working in.

BROCK: Describe the difference between the business climate in Connecticut and the business
climate in California.

COATES: Perkin-Elmer had become very large with headquarters in Connecticut. They had
numerous sales offices throughout North America, and other parts of the world, including a
good business relationship with Hitachi. Further, they had their Bodenseewerk and Perkin
Elmer, Ltd. factories, and the European sales organizations established by Harry Hausdorff.
Furthermore, they were selling over four-hundred-million dollars a year in products. I was still
involved with other products, but I had a lot more to pay attention to once I got involved in the
Hitachi program. I had already been to California many times, and I liked the idea of moving
there because it seemed like a place where I’d like to make my home. So that’s what I did.
When they acquired the Ultek Company in Mountain View, which was a small company, it
sounded like a nice atmosphere; a small but expanding company where I could get involved
with electron microscopes and other new and exciting areas.

BROCK: What was Ultek producing at that time?
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COATES: They were producing high-vacuum ion pumps; a growing business. Ion pumps can
actually produce a vacuum way below the norm; the ultimate vacuum, 10-11 torr, which made
them very special for new research. So their principal work was selling those pumps. They did
not have an analytical instrument business. I brought the idea of an instrument business with me
when I moved to California. I figured Ultek could sell electron microscopes, and perhaps
design other instruments. I met Al Crew and got involved with the FESEM around that time.
The place to design and build it was at Ultek because they had the high-vacuum pumps that
were needed for those products.

BROCK: When you were starting your new company, what lessons had you learned at Perkin-
Elmer that you wanted to repeat or avoid in your new venture?

COATES: Perkin-Elmer had become so complicated that it was a relief to have a single product
with only a few people working on it; to concentrate on making that one product successful.
That’s basically it. As you know, I was an engineer who had designed and been involved with
special engineering and instrument designing. I had been involved with numerous customers
and participated in conferences, like the Pittsburgh Conference. Further, I had traveled and
worked with sales people in the United States and Europe while I was in the international
operations division. Hence, all of that previous experience made it easier for me to start a
company and operate it successfully.

BROCK: What was your financial strategy for setting up your business?

COATES: I had saved some money from working at Perkin-Elmer, as well as some stock
options that I cashed in, so I financed the early business myself. Len Welter did not have any
money, but he had learned all about field-emission electron microscopy at the University of
Chicago. As a result, we worked very well together in developing the field-emission gun itself.
I loved the time I spent working with Welter. Designing on the draft board when I was younger
gave me a valuable level of engineering skill for work with Welter, and made it fun to
contribute my own ideas. I especially enjoyed designing the specimen chamber and the overall
systems assembly.

We sold our first product to a company, called Material Analysis Corporation [MAC].
They had developed an SEM system and wanted to add our field-emission gun to the
instrument. It was an order of ten to fifteen guns, which helped finance our company for the
first year. When we got their order, Welter and I adapted our field-emission gun’s design to
complete an entire SEM system of our own, which resulted in a unique product. By the time we
were finished, we were out of money, and looking for orders and financial backers. Then,
American Optical saw a demonstration of our product at a show and became extremely
interested. They had been selling optical microscopes for years and considered involvement in
SEM sales as a new direction for their company. They bought us out and gave us decent
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royalties. In addition, they gave us funds to proceed with the design, introduce the product, and
so forth. We expected them to back our future endeavors. Unfortunately, they had problems
with that because of internal problems with their other businesses.

[END OF TAPE, SIDE 4]

COATES: At Perkin-Elmer, and later at American Optical, I recognized that their management
styles were arch-conservative. They were literally afraid to try anything new. It was a miracle
that they had convinced themselves to buy CWIC. We had complicated electronics, a super-
vacuum system that was technologically advanced, and complex product; it certainly was much
more complicated than making eyeglasses, optical microscopes, and so forth. So they fell back.
As did their optical microscope business.

American Optical showed its conservative nature whenever I proposed undertaking
innovative, advanced projects. They almost always turned my ideas down, especially if they
involved any serious investment. Eastern business’ conservatism, during those days, was
deadly. It was so prevalent, even with the emergence of Silicon Valley and all of the hot ideas.
Those wonderful new ideas! It was such a revelation to me, because that was how Perkin-Elmer
had originally run their business. I suddenly realized that California, the place were most of the
new technology was growing, was the place to make an investment. Nanometrics is a good
example of such an investment. My company could never have been successful back East.

BROCK: Why not?

COATES: When I first started Nanometrics and designed the first NanoSpecs, I invited
American Optical to help sell the products for me. They sent their sales manager, a friend of
mine, from Buffalo, New York, to inspect my design. He said, “Vince, what did you design that
for? There’s no market for that!” I said, “What do you mean there’s no market? It’s original
and unique; therefore you have to develop a market.” He said, “I see. We’re busy selling
optical microscopes and we can’t be bothered with the development of a new market.” His
response was typical of most eastern businesses. Of course, Bell Labs, IBM [International
Business Machines], and some other companies are exceptions. Much of the electronics
innovation and investment has been done in the West by companies like Intel [Corporation],
National Semiconductor, and the rest. Lately, most of the contemporary-electronics innovation
and investment has moved from California to Asia, though the recent SARS [Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome] epidemic may slow that transition. The technological effort has taken
root in China, but whether it’ll continue to grow is still up in the air; there’s so much going on.
There are so many challenges that I wonder what’s going to happen to the electronics industry
in Asia. The United States seems to be less innovative than it once was. Even California seems
to have become wary and slow down.
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BROCK: How did the semiconductor-metrology market emerge as your focus?

COATES: After leaving the CWIC in mid-1974, and before starting Nanometrics, Inc., I spent
November and December of 1974 reviewing the scientific literature on the latest news in optics
and scientific technology. Each day I studied a number of journals available at Stanford
University’s library. Lasers had been introduced during that time, as well as small, compact
spectrophotometers using replica diffraction-gratings to cover the UV and visible-spectral
regions. The combination of lasers and spectrometry were reminiscent of work I had done in
the late 1950s at Perkin-Elmer, when we built what I believe was the first Raman spectrometer
with a paper-chart recorder.

In 1955, that instrument was a new design to replace the photographic method of Raman
spectra. Perkin-Elmer’s Raman system had been purchased for a university research laboratory
as an advanced capability that was unique to the field. We used the Perkin-Elmer Model 12C
platform as the basic monochromator system. It was modified with a quartz prism, high-
sensitivity, light-gathering technology, and high spectral resolution. We equipped it with the
latest, highly-sensitive photomultiplier detector for detection of the Raman-scattered light. A
cylindrical-glass coil, high-intensity mercury lamp surrounded the sample cuvette, which was
contained in a 10 cc [cubic centimeter] glass test tube. A cylindrical-glass filter placed inside
the lamp coil and before the sample tube removed the interference from the UV and blue light
caused by the mercury lamp’s emissions. It allowed the green line of mercury, at 546
nanometers, to be transmitted to the sample as the excitation line. The green excitation line then
directed the sample’s scattered Raman light to a focusing mirror. Next, the Raman light was
focused on the slit of the monochromator, which was equipped with a large, 60-degree-quartz
prism. The radiation was scanned over the wavelength range by a motor-driven Littrow mirror,
focused by an off-axis parabolic lens, and passed through the exit slit. Finally, the
monochromator light was focused to fill the PMT [position mode tracking] target, generating a
signal that was amplified and recorded as a spectrum on a chart-paper recorder. The spectrum
was recorded as wavelength position versus Raman intensity.

My fellow workers and I were excited when we saw the first Raman spectrum recorded
on paper. We clearly resolved peaks located at the known Raman frequencies from a carbon
tetrachloride test sample. With other experiments, we learned that samples fluoresced,
especially water solutions. Their fluorescence completely obscured the Raman lines.
Fluorescence was a major limitation of the method. Only liquids in solution were sampled.
Solid samples could not be analyzed with this system and gas samples could not be measured
because the lines they produced were too weak. Nevertheless, we sold a small number of those
early Raman-recording systems for Perkin-Elmer. Five years after our work in Raman, Howard
Cary of the Cary Instrument Corporation designed and built an excellent, high-performance-
Raman spectrophotometer that used laser excitation of Raman lines. I admired his well-
executed design after the marginal performance of Perkin-Elmer’s early Raman system.
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While studying advances in optics at the Stanford library in 1974, it occurred to me that
biologists might need to have a microscope-based, Raman-spectrometer system. I thought
Raman spectra from microscope-defined areas might permit the identification of unknown
chemical substances. Long wavelength, IR microspectrophotometers, such as the Model 85,
could never measure small samples. I thought it would be possible to reflect scattered Raman
light from the specimen back up the microscope tube. Exciting the tiny samples in the
microscope might be done with an intense beam from a helium-neon 632 nm [nanometer] laser.
A high-resolution monochromator could focus the sample at high magnification, and a sensitive-
photomultiplier detector could measure the Raman-emission lines.

In January of 1975, I established Nanometrics as a corporation and decided to start the
design of the microscope-based, Raman-spectrophotometer system. Working alone, it took me
six months to complete the instrument’s design. I designed the spectrophotometer head to plug
in to the camera-port of a standard optical microscope. The instrument employed state-of-the-
art lasers, diffraction gratings, red-sensitive photomultipliers, which were new at that time, and
highly accurate, digital electronics. I decided to attach my compact-spectrophotometer head to
an American Optical Model 10 microscope, which seemed well suited for this work. I built four
of those units, and called it the NanoSpec 10 microscope attachment. I purchased the helium-
neon laser and the AO Model 10 microscope commercially, and then I put together a completed
system with my spectrophotometer head.

It was exciting to place the first test sample on the microscope stage to record my first
micro-Raman spectra. However, after several frustrating weeks of testing, I couldn’t get any
Raman bands to appear. I discovered later that the resolution of the grating monochromator
I designed was inadequate to resolve the narrow Raman bands. Apparently, they were being
lost in the noise of the system, if they were there at all. This illustrates that good intentions
often end in failure. It was one of my many failures.

After that disappointment, it was necessary to take Nanometrics in a new direction. It
occurred to me that the high-performance microscope-spectrophotometer system I had designed
might be ideal for the measurement of weak fluorescence from microscope samples. Therefore,
I changed my goal to the fluorescence-measuring mode without any need to change the existing
design. I had made it sensitive enough to easily measure the fluorescence spectra radiating from
biological samples at specific wavelengths. The system could also measure transmitted-light
absorption from UV and near-IR samples at various wavelengths. This design included a small,
versatile, personal computer [PC]. It was an early personal computer based on the early, Intel
8080 chip. It stored data as a background reference in its memory, which could be subtracted by
the computer to reveal clean spectra over the wavelength range, from 200 to 1200 nm.

Prof. Michael Bernes, a cell-biology researcher at U. C. Irvine [University of California
at Irvine], became interested in my fluorescence-spectra measurement instrument soon after its
development. He wanted to measure the changing fluorescence of cancerous-tissue cells
undergoing mitosis, as seen at high magnification under the microscope. He prepared stained
sections of tumor cells, which could be studied using my instrument. We recorded fluorescence
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spectra that compared both cancer and normal cells. We published the results, which showed
remarkable differences, in 1976 (9).

I designed the product to measure biological samples that had been tagged with
fluorescence dyes to identify cancer. I thought that my spectrophotometer would be useful in
measuring the emissions from those samples because it enabled a user to identify the
composition of samples that he or she saw through the microscope.

I rented a booth to show my new product at a meeting of about five to ten-thousand cell
biologists in Boston. My salesman for the Eastern United States met me in Boston, and we set
up the NanoSpec 10 microscope-spectrometer in the booth. We waited, and people kept
walking by, but nobody ever came in. I actually tried to grab people and bring them in, but
there was nobody who seemed interested in our fluorescence system. Twenty-five years later,
fluorescence is an important process for genomic studies and many other areas of biological
research.

As we were sitting, discouraged, in the sales booth, my New Jersey salesman said, “I
was talking about your product to a guy down at Bell Labs and he told me it sounded
interesting.” I said, “Really? I didn’t know that Bell Labs was doing a lot of biological stuff.”
He said, “No. He’s working on something called integrated circuits, and he thought it could be
used to measure the film thickness of tiny areas on them.” I said, “We can do that!” I
immediately packed our equipment back in its boxes and left the show. Two hours later, we
drove down to Bell Labs in New Jersey.

As I was setting up our equipment in his lab, my sales guy went and found our interested
customer. He put a patterned-semiconductor wafer on the stage. I focused on an area, pushed
the scan button, and recorded some spectra for him right on the spot. That’s the story. I had
never intended to move Nanometrics in to that line of work. We ended up measuring
integrated-circuit films as our main business, purely by happenstance. The first rule: Recognize
an opportunity when it comes knocking at your door!

BROCK: Had you become acquainted with cell biology through your electron-microscopy
work?

COATES: To a certain extent. I thought there would be future interest in it, and there certainly
is today. The current focus in cell biology is on tagging cells with fluorescence. For instance, a
researcher who just identified SARS, Joe [Joseph] DeRisi, at University of California-San
Francisco, used that technology. He put 12,000 little viruses in an array, each in its slot on a
microscope slide, and then he put a SARS virus coating on the slide. A little fluorescent spot
lit-up at a certain position in his microscope’s field of view, identifying the SARS virus. Today,
he’s like a rock star in biology. He has got a lot of publicity. [laughter] I was only 25 years
ahead with my idea for microscope spectroscopy of biological materials. [laughter] It has
turned out to be a good idea!
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BROCK: How did the scientist at Bell Labs help to change your company’s direction?

COATES: He described his need to measure film thickness in a small area in production. He
recommended that we modify our computer so it would print the answers. So, I went back to
my shop in California and modified the design. Before I got that instrument to him, Intel
wanted one, and then National Semiconductor. Before I knew it, I had fifteen to twenty orders
for the NanoSpec Microspot Film-Thickness Measurement Systems. I suddenly and almost
accidentally had a successful business. So my advice to all startups is: Follow your nose, but
keep your eyes and ears open, too.

BROCK: How did other integrated-circuit manufacturers learn of you product?

COATES: Once we had learned of the instrument’s need, we went around to the microchip
manufacturers in Silicon Valley and told them of our product. By then, we knew that there was
a common application for it in the semiconductor industry. Therefore, we simply asked
manufacturers if they were interested in measuring films in very small areas. They would say,
“Of course we are. Do you know of a way of doing it?” The industry had been using a gross,
large-spot test, but they couldn’t find a small test area on a chip, and measure that test spot
repetitively during production. Such measurements became essential for quality control in the
semiconductor industry, and with a big payoff. That was the start of our thirty years of
continued success in microchip measurement, which has extended to flat-panel displays, and
other nanotechnology devices.

BROCK: And how did you acquire the technology to combine the hardware and software with
the instruments you were producing at Nanometrics?

COATES: In 1975, when I first designed that product, the personal computer did not yet exist.
Next door to Nanometrics, in Sunnyvale, where I was building my products, there was a
company that was building some of the first compact computers. I happened to talk to him and
went to his small shop, and he showed me his interesting design. I consulted with a software
engineer, Dr. Dennis Paul, who worked at Cary Instruments for a time after graduating from
Caltech, and together using that computer, we did the software programming for films. Our
customers wanted to have their data printed-out, and we gave operating directions to each user
for each measurement. We had to write clever software to make our instrument work. The guy
next door built the early computer boxes for our instruments, and we supplied the programs that
contained the real know-how. It was very early computer work with a PC-type system.
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Several years later, of course, we could buy general-purpose PCs from many companies.
In fact, Intel perfected the programmable-memory chips we had been using in our computers
during that time. Later, we designed a number of other measurement tools for semiconductor
process-control, including tools for measuring the gate widths of transistors, and measuring the
overlay registration of superimposed layers on a chip.

BROCK: Over time, how closely connected was your emerging semiconductor-metrology
business with the fate of the U.S. semiconductor industry? Did your business match their
success cycles?

COATES: Yes, almost exactly. We grew like mad as the semiconductor business grew, and
became a large, profitable company, with many customers worldwide. We’ve sold about five
thousand Microspot Film-Thickness-Measurement Systems in 30 years, in addition to other
products that we added along the way. It should be realized that our film thickness
measurements on silicon wafers were based on a combination of isolating a Microspot,
reflection interferometry, scanning UV-Visible spectroscopy, and computer calculations.

In 1979, the CWIC, the subsidiary of American Optical Company started by Len Welter
and me, was losing business as a result of heavy Japanese competition, and weakened support
from American Optical. AO was also losing business to competitors in other key aspects of
their business. Their microscope business, which had its origins in Buffalo, New York, since
1850, was succumbing to Japanese microscope makers as well.

Because of Nanometrics’ growth in semiconductor metrology, it seemed logical for me
to acquire the complete assets of CWIC, and add their SEM knowledge to our products. The
high-magnification images that their SEM’s produced were ideal for the measurement of
microcircuit features designed by semiconductor manufacturers. No one had yet recognized this
need.

The CWIC’s FESEMs were based on Len Welter’s and my patents, some of which
related to a unique ability to produce high-magnification images at low-electron voltages. I had
worked with the U.S. Defense Department in the early 1970s at CWIC to determine if this low-
voltage operation could be used to inspect integrated circuits without damaging them. The older
SEM’s used destructive, high-voltage electrons with energies above 20,000 volts. We found
that FESEM electrons below 1,000 volts would not damage the circuits; it was a unique
capability.

In the early 1980s, after we acquired the assets of CWIC from AO, we started the design
of a low-voltage-electron microscope, which, for the first time, would be used to measure and
inspect the smallest areas on integrated circuits without damaging them. In 1984 and 1985, we
completed several models of the FESEM’s for use in laboratories.
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In 1986, Nanometrics’ new product was the CD-SEM [critical dimension scanning
electron microscope]. It was an SEM designed for automated measurement and inspection of
the latest integrated circuits. The instrument was to measure silicon wafers at low voltages
during manufacture. During the next few years, we sold and installed about fifty CD-SEMs to
semiconductor companies around the world. Those companies included IBM, Intel, AT&T-Bell
Laboratories, and various Japanese and Korean semiconductor companies. The ability of our
CD-SEM to measure and inspect large-diameter silicon wafers non-destructively was a major
breakthrough in semiconductor metrology.

The CD-SEM was the most complicated product that we had designed during that time
period, and the development of the instrument pushed our engineering and manufacturing skills
to the limit. In 1988, Hitachi, Ltd., of Japan, with whom I had worked in the 1960s, followed
our lead, introducing a competitive CD-SEM. Incidentally, Hitachi’s CD-SEM was based on
information regarding field-emission technology that Len Welter and I had developed, which
Perkin-Elmer had given to Hitachi for free. By 1986, Hitachi had employed a much larger,
more experienced engineering group than ours, but their instrument was basically a copy of our
CD-SEM. We eventually sued them, and later we sold them a license. By 1990, however, our
CD-SEM business was overwhelmed by Hitachi’s size and money.

Over the years, Nanometrics continued to develop a variety of advanced optical,
microscope-based measurement and inspection systems. Today, our latest measuring systems
are designed to be built right in to integrated-circuit manufacturing equipment for continuous
quality control of lithography, etching of circuit elements, coating of films, and so forth. Our
sales continue to grow as our engineers develop and design new products. I continue to
participate, but our new generation of designers has taken over the task of designing, measuring,
and inspecting systems for the more compact and highly-integrated circuits that are produced in
all parts of the world.

As I mentioned, Silicon Valley has become quieter these days. There aren’t very many
new companies coming in and making integrated circuits. Taiwan, Singapore, Japan, China,
and Korea are all experiencing growth. In fact, as you drove in to our parking lot, you may have
noticed there are a number of empty buildings around us. That’s just happened in the last
couple of years. I don’t know where they’ve gone to, but they’re gone. [laughter] So it’s an
interesting illustration of what‘s happening to industry in general, and to our industry in
particular. Our nation seems to have become service-oriented; importing products from China
and other places, and then having people sell them in the United States. Nanometrics has a
unique business selling our products in Japan, Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, and China. The
largest part of Nanometrics’ present business is in Asia.

BROCK: Are you planning to establish a foreign subsidiary when your Chinese markets grow
large enough?
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COATES: We will establish a service company in China with service engineers, and parts
available, so that we could quickly service our products when we deliver them to that country.
Then, as time passes, we may find that our profits would increase if we transferred our
manufacturing facilities. For instance, our Korean customers want to have a local manufacturer,
which would help our business as well. We’ve already built manufacturing facilities in Japan
and Korea. We haven’t built them in Taiwan yet, though we have a very sizable service and
sales organization there.

BROCK: Do you have a subsidiary in Europe?

COATES: The European semiconductor market has been modest. Some of the larger
companies such as Siemens’s and Phillips have participated in it. There haven’t been an awful
lot of other companies that have expanded there. Though the European market is somewhat
weak, Europeans are very brand loyal, choosing to buy from Siemen’s and Phillips to preserve
jobs in the European market.

BROCK: Do you enjoy working for yourself at Nanometrics more than working for others?

COATES: Yes. I enjoy making decisions and directing my own company. At Perkin-Elmer, I
had been able to make my own decisions because nobody was paying attention to my work. For
my first four or five years at Perkin-Elmer, I made all of my own decisions. For instance, I
taught the manufacturing department how to produce my product, I ordered my own parts, and I
worked with the sales people occasionally. Then, as the business grew and became very
profitable, many executives became interested in my work and I wasn’t allowed to make as
many decisions. It was very difficult to go from being in charge to needing someone else’s
approval to make a business decision. Hence, the loss of the fast action to make my own
decisions became a contentious point between the company and me. At Nanometrics, I’ve tried
to avoid taking away my employees’ freedom of action. They have the freedom to do stuff on
their own, without having others to second-guess them. If they have a good idea, they’re
permitted to make that idea a reality. I think that style of business has been very successful for
us. It is characteristic of Silicon Valley.

BROCK: Did you lose some of your decision-making freedom when you incorporated your
business?

COATES: No. It had no effect at all. People who’ve bought our public stock have never
bothered us very much; they’ve just enjoyed the profits! We received a lot of money from
common stock sales. For a long time, I retained majority ownership, so I had the ability to make
decisions. [laughter] As long as the company was making money they were happy!
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Much of the analytical-instrument business seems to have become rolled into the bio-
instrument business. There are many new methods that have been developed for that field of
instrumentation. I don’t even know what the market is for IR spectrometers anymore, or how
many chemical companies buy them. It seems that many FT-IR companies have recently faded
from the scene. I think the original Perkin-Elmer group is still doing quite well. I don’t know
what’s going to happen, but it looks like its getting folded in with a lot of other stuff. It’s no
longer a business unto itself, with ideas of its own. The gas chromatography thing came along,
UV spectroscopy, IR spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, and liquid chromatography. Those
techniques have all been plugged in to other total systems. For instance, Applied BioSystems
builds omnibus products that are valuable for the biological field.

Over the years, Paul Wilks has done a wonderful job of finding niches for his innovative
designs. I’ve always admired what he’s done with his companies. He’s done some remarkable
new things with IR in particular, and he’s found some sizeable markets, such as measuring
carbon dioxide in Coke. [laughter] He’s been very successful.

BROCK: How has the rapid evolution of the semiconductor industry affected your product
development in the metrology sector?

COATES: Our pace has quickened. Our designs have become increasingly complex to
measure the many new materials and complex circuit designs. The semiconductor industry has
continued to evolve into high-performance products that have increased in complexity while
decreasing in size. As a result, the ability to make precise measurements has become a greater
necessity for the semiconductor industry. By continuing to push forward, advance, and
introduce high-tech products, Nanometrics has continued to prosper.

BROCK: Please describe your life outside your business.

COATES: For the last four or five years, I have become more interested in the way the human
brain works. I have provided some philanthropic investments to researchers who are doing
important work in that field; people who do research in Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s
disease, and so forth. I’ve always been very interested in the chemical nature of the brain. My
curiosity about the brain has grown out of my work with analytical instruments. To satisfy that
interest, my Foundation has donated some sizeable research funds to laboratories at Stanford,
UC Berkeley [University of California at Berkeley], University of California at San Francisco,
Yale, Harvard [University], UCLA [University of California Los Angeles], the Salk Institute,
and others. Further, I have funded mass-spectrometer labs at Stanford, the University of
California-San Francisco, and the Salk Institute. I’ve also provided financial assistance to a
number of individuals working in those fields.
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I search for researchers who need funds to do their work, and I usually like to find guys
that are in their late twenties or early thirties because I believe that’s where the breakthroughs
come from. I provide them with funds to do research, buy equipment, travel to expand their
knowledge, whatever. There’s a Professor at Yale University named Steve Strittmatter, who is
researching why nerve damage in the central nervous system causes people to become
paraplegic. He’s done research on why nerves don’t grow back after being damaged. He’s on
the verge of announcing a vaccine that will regenerate those damaged nerves. It could save
millions of poor souls. I consider those donations essential.

There’s a researcher at Harvard that I’ve funded as a full professor named Dennis
Selkoe. He is developing a vaccine for Alzheimer’s, and I’ve financed some of his work for the
last few years. As we get into our sixties and seventies, Alzheimer’s becomes a major thing.
It’s going to become about five times more serious a problem for the world than it is at the
moment, even though it’s very serious right now. Around the year 2010 and thereafter, there
will not be enough medical people to take care of the people who have Alzheimer’s. Unless a
vaccine is developed, that is going to be a major economic catastrophe for the world, just as
AIDS [Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome] is. This is why I’m interested funding the right
researchers.

BROCK: Do these researchers have a great demand for equipment, like analytical instruments?

COATES: Yes. They usually request fancy optical microscopes to enhance their specimen
viewing. Some researchers request mass spectrometers to measure protein chemistry and
determine its composition and structure.

I have a recent report that came in from Prof. Joe DeRisi at the University of California-
San Francisco. It includes a picture of the microscope-slide array he’s built in his lab. I went
down and visited him last week. He’s only 30-years old and he’s come up with a blockbuster.
His simple device can identify thousands of different types of viruses. They call him the “rock
star of Biology.” [laughter] So that’s good stuff. Those are the things that I’m working on,
besides continuing to participate in Nanometrics. If I can take some of my financial gains and
put them into areas that prove useful to humankind, that’s what I like to do. My business life at
Nanometrics is very fulfilling.

As far as philanthropy is concerned, I ‘m not interested in bricks and mortar. I’m
interested in people working at the leading edge of their research; people who might be able to
make advances in research if they had some more funding. There are young kids, undergrads,
who need just five-thousand dollars to present a paper at a meeting. Much of my philanthropy
goes to those kinds of people. There’s a lot going on in bricks and mortar. There are a lot of
philanthropists in the Bay Area who donate money for buildings that house important research;
but they don’t know what’s going on inside those buildings. They have no idea. I’m interested
in the guy in the lab who’s looking through the microscope and seeing something new.
[laughter]
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[END OF TAPE, SIDE 5]

RICHARD ULRYCH: Do you think Nimitz was a positive influence as president of Perkin-
Elmer?

COATES: Yes. He made things happen. He worked well with the engineers and responded
well to good ideas. In my experience, Horace McDonell was not that way, but the president
before Chester, Bob [Robert E.] Lewis, was never afraid of tackling new projects. Though
Richard Perkin was not very interested in the analytical business, he contributed to its growth.
He was consistently interested in astronomical telescopes, and government business as well. He
focused mainly on special optics, bombsights, and so forth, but he also supported the analytical
business. In Perkin-Elmer’s early days, Perkin allowed Van Zandt Williams to basically run the
business; and Williams had a great staff that helped to advance the company.

I believe Williams resigned in the early 1960s. He took a job as the president of the
American Physical Society, which he enjoyed because he was in the company of his fellow
physicists. He traveled around the world, and had many contacts in England and Europe. He
was a charming guy, had a great sense of humor, and he was well thought of by everybody who
knew him. He contributed greatly to the IR field, and was instrumental in associating it with the
chemical industry. The more he talked, the more attention the researchers paid to his advice,
and it became pretty usual for them to set up infrared-spectroscopy labs based on his advice. He
died suddenly in London, in 1962.

During our initial discussion in meetings about small IR instruments, Paul Wilks had
proposed, I suppose from his point of view, the design of a low cost version of the single-beam
Model 12. I said such an instrument would never have been of much interest to a bench
chemist. I did a cost study of a small IR version of the Model 21, which had long been proven
reliable, and I proposed a cost reduced, miniature version of the Model 21. I suggested a simple
design; it had a cam drive on the same shaft as a vertical-chart recorder, similar to the Model 21.
I believe my concept for that instrument, which became the Model 137 Infracord, was the low-
cost breakthrough. Perkin-Elmer sold thousands of those instruments after they were introduced
in 1962.

It has been often said that ”failure is an orphan, but success has a thousand fathers.”
Many people enthusiastically contributed good ideas to the Infracord. Dr. Hamilton Marshall
was the key guy as project engineer, with very imaginative ideas for a new kind of lower-cost
manufacturing that affected Perkin-Elmer’s design for many years, and produced profit.

There weren’t that many chemists who wanted to do their own infrared analysis. The
same problem has arisen in mass spectrometry right now. There are many mass-spectrometer
labs, I financed the one at Stanford, with brilliant mass spectrometrists, but there are several
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million proteins that have yet to be identified in the human brain. There’s no way that biologists
can devote their time to learn how to run mass spectrometers and do their main work. What the
field needs is a cost-effective, fast, mass-spectrometer system that analyzes the protein for a
researcher, and quickly prints out a possible structure in a form that it easy to understand. Fast
but precise mass spectrometers; fast computers; that is the direction.

There’s a research Professor named Al Burlingame at University of California-San
Francisco who’s building a high-speed computer system for mass-spectrometer analysis. I’ve
financed some of his work in that area. The same thing is true of the mass-spectrometer lab at
Stanford. Researchers are just becoming aware of how important it is to identify the proteins.
There are millions of proteins in the brain that have yet to be identified in function and form.
The human genome project is interesting, but only a beginning. It is important to identify the
proteins and figure out what they do. A good example is Mad Cow disease. Mad Cow disease
is caused by a prion; a mutated protein that causes the other proteins in the brain to mimic its
shape, rendering them useless. It’s important to realize that viruses, bacteria, and parasites
aren’t the only dangers to humans; some proteins are dangerous too, and they must be studied.

Mass spectrometry may be the only technique that is sensitive enough to structurally-
analyze proteins. Much of Klaus Biemann’s early work plays in to that field. It involved the
interpretation of mass spectra and the concept of deciphering a definite structure that may only
result from a particular group of masses. His concepts have advanced rapidly since their
inception, and now the field of proteomics relies heavily on this work. I assume that some of
the employees of Perkin-Elmer, who are now in Foster City, must have some thoughts about the
growth and advancement of the mass-spectrometry field.

BROCK: Please discuss the course of gas chromatography at Perkin Elmer while you were
employed with that company.

COATES: The story, as I understand it, is that Perkin-Elmer’s consultant at Oxford, England,
Professor Tommy Thompson, told Van Zandt Williams that there was a new technique called
gas chromatography and that Perkin-Elmer should look into it. The process had been developed
in England, so the next time that Van Zandt Williams went to England, he and Harry Hausdorff
visited Thompson to discuss that technology. They collected some publications, and visited
somebody at Oxford who was doing work in gas chromatography. I didn’t know anything about
it until they came back from England and Harry started making a lot of noise about the potential
of gas chromatography. He figured it was a simple system that Perkin-Elmer could replicate as
a product easily and quickly. Van Zandt Williams supported the development project, and so
Harry and an engineer, Emmett Watson, put a team together. Harry then began giving reports
on their findings, and soon the project landed in my applications-engineering department. When
Harry went back to Europe, there was no one left working on the gas-chromatography
applications, of which there were many. Therefore, I hired Nathaniel Brenner to take over the
work. It was a new field for us and he did a wonderful job. He ran customer samples, wrote
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research papers, and gave talks on his research, which was necessary because it was a new field.
Together we spread the word.

In 1958, I had been in very close contact with Dr. Marcel [J. E.] Golay, a famous
scientist who was also a Perkin-Elmer consultant. He visited the company about once a week to
consult with us. We had a session where we talked about gas chromatography on a theoretical
basis. He didn’t know anything about it, nor was he very interested in it, but as we continued to
talk about its uses and the fundamental principles behind it, he came up with an idea. Having
done some research on the subject, Golay returned to Perkin-Elmer the following week and
asserted, “Gas chromatography is nothing more than a telephone system!” [laughter] He said
that as the molecules pass from one thing to another, it’s like a telephone system. [laughter]
He’d done all the equations and later published a paper proving that assertion and predicting
major improvements (10).

In 1957, I was asked to organize the ISA’s [Instrument Society of America] scientific
program for the first gas-chromatography symposium at Michigan State University (11). I had
to find active researchers to give papers on research at the symposium. Since Perkin-Elmer had
effectively pioneered gas chromatography in the U.S., I asked several Perkin-Elmer guys and a
few other people to give speeches. I also invited the guy who had literally invented gas
chromatography, A. J. P. [Archer John Porter] Martin; and paid his expenses to fly from
England and give a talk on his work. This marvelous talk is presented in the book I edited about
that first gas-chromatography symposium in the U. S. (12). His predictions were right-on and
extremely useful.

Further, I asked Marcel Golay to give a talk on his theory of how gas chromatography
really works. [laughter] By that time, he’d concluded that the way it was designed by the guys
in England was completely wrong. He thought the separations shouldn’t be done with a big
packed column, but rather, for the best separations, it should be done with a very small
diameter, empty capillary tube with a liquid medium on the walls. His idea turned out to be
correct. He then had some of my lab guys make some runs for him on crude capillaries, and he
showed that he had about ten-times-higher resolution with his system than anyone had ever
shown. In any case, he read his paper at the ISA meeting, entitled, “Theory and Practice of Gas-
Liquid Partition Chromatography with Coated Capillaries (13).” I don’t think anybody really
understood it until much later. Marcel Golay was a brilliant guy. Anyway, that is an interesting
story about the early history of gas chromatography. I personally did a lot of work and
published papers with various colleagues in gas chromatography until about 1959, when I
transferred to the international operations division.

Perkin-Elmer built many kinds of gas chromatographs using the first Golay “columns.”
They built high-performance gas chromatographs based on his design, which really pushed
Perkin-Elmer way out in front. They had about 85 percent of the gas-chromatography business
by the end of the 1950s. I was in Japan during that time period, so I wasn’t involved with that
research. However, Nathaniel Brenner was still involved with the program.
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Eventually, Perkin-Elmer made a strategic design error. An engineer at DuPont built a
gas chromatograph that he programmed to continuously adjust the column temperature over a
range, allowing certain separated components to come out well-separated, but faster. For some
reason, the guys at Perkin-Elmer decided that DuPont’s modification was not useful because the
loss of resolution caused by temperature programming made the process ineffective. The F&M
Scientific Corporation built the first temperature-programmed gas chromatograph, and one year
later, Perkin-Elmer’s 85 percent share of the market dropped to 25 percent, F&M having
grabbed 60 percent. Then, HP bought F&M, and HP has been dominant in that business ever
since. Perkin-Elmer eventually built temperature-programmed gas chromatographs, but it was
too late. I don’t know what’s happened to Perkin Elmer’s gas-chromatograph business.

BROCK: Where does the triple-stage gas chromatograph fit in to that story?

COATES: As Perkin-Elmer was developing the gas chromatograph, it occurred to me that the
design should have multiple columns. A second column could take the output from one column
and send it into another, different column that would allow other components to separate. Then,
they could even add a third column to analyze a complete mixture. An example is a gasoline
sample, where there might be a thousand components recorded on three different charts; an
operator could separate them and then identify the components. I thought that gas
chromatography might go in that direction, so I designed a triple-stage unit by combining three
standard ovens. There were a number of those sold, but it was done with the same people who
didn’t understand temperature programming! [laughter]

BROCK: Who were the key decision makers for gas-chromatography development?

COATES: Many of the employees at Perkin-Elmer were sales oriented. They had numerous
ideas for selling the instrument, but they didn’t want to risk changing or improving its design
and make the old design obsolete. I think that was basically it. I think they were more like
conservative salesmen than scientists.

BROCK: Discuss your involvement with UV spectrophotometry at Perkin-Elmer.

COATES: I had designed the Model 12C with a quartz prism that could be plugged in to the
instrument to make measurements in the UV-spectral range. Very few people at Perkin-Elmer
endorsed that design because UV was mysterious. They had designed the Model 12C with all
prisms in mind, and since the UV prism existed during the unit’s development, I made an
interchange unit for it. I also installed hydrogen and tungsten-lamp sources, a photomultiplier
detector, mirror flippers to select those, and a special cam to scan linear-wavelength spectra in
the ultraviolet and visible regions.
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During that time period, Howard Cary had just introduced his double-beam system, and
we considered selling the seemingly competitive, Perkin-Elmer Model 21UV-VIS
Spectrophotometer. I made it work quite well, and got superior spectra compared to published
data (14). I think we published a paper on it (15). I wanted to introduce the instrument as a
serious product. Van Zandt Williams said, “Perkin-Elmer doesn’t know anything about UV
spectroscopy. We’re not going to touch it.” I replied, “Don’t you think we can learn? I think
we can learn. I’ve looked at other people’s results, and I think our huge prism will give us four
or five times the resolution and accuracy that has been achieved by others.” Despite my
protests, and the existence of a completed, tested prototype, the project was discontinued. Van
Zandt Williams was not interested in UV, and he was the boss.

About two years later, Williams ran into a man named Chuck Warren at the Pittsburgh
Conference. Warren’s company had built a double-beam-UV system, called the Ultracord, as
an attachment to the Beckman Model DU. Williams thought Warren’s design was interesting,
so Perkin-Elmer bought his company and gave Chuck Warren some engineers to produce his
instrument. As far as I know it never worked. They introduced it, but it couldn’t compete with
the other UV systems. I had nothing to say about it. Conversely, the Model 21UV had a lot
going for it because it had higher resolution, a huge prism, chart paper, the ability to scan
linearized spectra, and it was built into the Model 21’s manufacturing structure. Nevertheless,
we built an interchange unit with a quartz prism and the ability to operate in UV. I was heavily
involved in that project. But that’s the end of my story! [laughter] I got really involved with
UV and visible light again when I started Nanometrics.

[END OF TAPE, SIDE 6]

COATES: Somewhere around 1955, Van Zandt Williams became interested in the application
of IR-to-automatic measurements on chemical process-streams. He thought that would be an
application for the next generation. He was always interested in quantitative analysis, as I’ve
mentioned, so he started a project to design IR instruments that were rugged enough to work in
a process-chemical-plant’s environment; where they would sample some of the gas or liquid,
send it through a cell, and then back into the stream, while continuously monitoring a particular
component at a wavelength of interest. There were two products developed, one was called the
Trinon [Analyzer] because it was a triple beam, non-dispersive IR instrument, and the other one
was called the Bi-Chromator Analyzer; a dispersed, spectral-analysis system.

[INTERRUPTION]

COATES: The chief engineer of the Trinon Analyzer was Elliot Woodall. The Bi-Chromatic
Analyzer was designed by Abe Savitsky. It was a very rugged IR spectrometer that had a split
mirror to simultaneously measure and ratio two wavelengths; which was a pretty good idea.
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Perkin-Elmer invested more money in those two products than they had ever invested in
anything before. When the units were finished, their introduction on the market interested many
in the chemical field. Then, consumers discovered a very interesting problem with the
instrument. Chemical companies did not know the IR characteristics of the “other” impurities
and components that were in the streams. To sell them a system, we had to identify the exact
contents of the streams. If we didn’t, an entire plant could shut down, or something could
explode, because an unidentified substance went through the stream and gave a user a false
reading.

For instance, I remember a group from Eastman Kodak [Company] who needed to
examine factory air pollution in the film business. The company formed a group to set up the
instrument, but the Trinon’s measurements of customers’ samples never made any sense. As a
result, Perkin-Elmer spent about one-million dollars in R&D, but had very few sales to show
from it. The instrument was a disaster and it was soon discontinued. Williams never talked
much about it again, nor did any of the people who worked on it. The engineers were assigned
to other projects, and the instruments just sat there in a big room in the back.

In 1958, I received a call from Van Zandt Williams, who said, “Vince, I want you to take
over the Trinon and Bi-Chromatic Analyzers’ developments as part of the applications-
engineering department.” I replied, “I don’t know anything about those machines.” He
countered, “They’re being discontinued, so there’s not much to be done. Just take it over.”
About a month later, I got a call from one of our sales guys who said General Motors had just
introduced pneumatic springs for their cars. They were planning on installing the springs on
many of their cars the following year, but first they required machines that could measure for
leaks. An engineer from GM asked if we had an instrument that could measure the leakage. I
said, “If you can put nitrous-oxide in to the pneumatic tube, we could use that gas as a tag to
detect any possible leaks. He said, “We can do that.” So, I replied, “We have about fifty
machines in stock that can measure all that stuff perfectly.” [laughter] As a result, we sold all of
our Trinons to General Motors and made money on our investment. Soon after, we had to put
the Trinon back in to production because Ford [Motor Company], who was in strong
competition with General Motors, had introduced similar pneumatic springs. I guess it was
smart of Van to finally turn the product over to the applications-engineering department!

We managed to sell our entire Trinon inventory. During that time period, Max [D.]
Liston developed a similar IR-measuring device. It was a very successful system because he
had done such a good job designing it. It didn’t require the very complex tuning-up that the
original Trinon had required. The Trinon was called a closed-loop-measuring system. We had
a saying in those days: “Maxie Liston, he’s no dope, he did it all with an open loop!” [laughter]

BROCK: Did Perkin-Elmer ever really get into process control?
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COATES: Yes. They later designed a process-control gas chromatograph that sold for several
years. However, once their Trinon inventory was exhausted, they weren’t about to get back in
to that business. The instrument required a very complex, tuning-up process. Some other
companies had made IR analyzers that were used in coal mines to detect explosive gas in the
atmosphere. For example, Mine Safety Appliances built an IR system that they were very
knowledgeable about because they had already sold products to coal mines and other industrial
workplaces. I would like to ask Max Liston who his present customers are; he must have an
interesting business.

Since we’re telling stories about process monitoring, I have another one. There was a
different company that had gone in to that business and taken a piece of our Trinon market. We
had come very close to getting an order from the Dow Chemical Company, but we lost the order
to them. Dow had built a multimillion-dollar plant to make a certain chemical component, and
they wanted to make sure that their chemical process gave then the optimum results. We didn’t
get the Dow Chemical order because they bought a better IR analyzer from our competitor.
After our competitor installed the instrument, they continuously monitored and tuned the
temperatures and adjustments. As the desired composition went higher, the company increased
its profits. At 3:00 am one morning, the composition got to the point where the entire process in
the pipe turned into a solid! [laughter] Here was a multi-million-dollar plant using a process-
stream-IR analyzer. There was no way to clean the solid out of the system; all they could do
was dump it! Dow Chemical lost its entire investment.

The IR analyzer was thought to be the culprit. Our competitor blamed the failure on the
engineers who had designed it, saying that they weren’t informed of the chemical properties and
were only supposed to measure the efficiency. In chemistry, a substance sometimes has two
general isomer forms: cis and trans. The company had wanted more trans than cis isomers. But
anyway, that’s a famous story of infrared process control. [laughter] Perkin-Elmer’s
management was slightly scared by that story. It shows things that seem simple on the surface
may not be.

BROCK: Thank you very much for the interview.

[END OF TAPE, SIDE 7]

[END OF INTERVIEW]
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